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CHAPTER I

Schooling, Experience, Career Interruptions, and

Earnings

1.1 Introduction

Economists have long recognized that schooling and experience are two of the most important

aspects of earnings determination.1 Given the importance of these two variables, a natural

question is: how does their interaction a�ect earnings? In other words, do educated workers

have a higher or lower wage increase as they accumulate experience? Which theories can

explain this relationship?

In addition to the time spent at work, it is also well documented that individuals spend a

signi�cant portion of their time unemployed or out of the labor force during their careers, and

these events have a persistent e�ect on a worker's life-time earnings.2 Given the importance

of non-working events throughout a worker's life cycle, it is also of considerable interest to

1The study of the impact of schooling and experience on earnings goes back to Becker (1962), Mincer
(1962) and Ben-Porath (1967).

2Examples of papers studying the e�ect of career interruptions on earnings include Mincer and Polachek
(1974), Corcoran and Duncan (1979), Mincer and Ofek (1982), Kim and Polachek (1994), Light and Ureta
(1995), and Albrecht et al. (1999).
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investigate whether educated workers su�er greater or lower wage losses after out-of-work

periods.

It is within this context that this paper examines how the interaction between schooling

and work experience a�ects earnings. In contrast to the existing literature, I take into

consideration that workers spend a signi�cant amount of time not employed throughout

their careers and that working and non-working periods are substantially di�erent in terms

of the interaction between workers and �rms.

While considering the di�erence between working and non-working periods seems natural,

this di�erence has been ignored in most of the existing literature. Table 1.1 presents some

the most important papers that have addressed how the interaction between schooling and

experience a�ects earnings. As can be seen in the table, in order to identify whether more

educated workers have a higher or lower wage increase with experience, these papers have

used rough measures of experience, such as age minus schooling minus six or years since

transition to the labor force.3

As seen in the table, the overall �nding in the literature is that returns to potential experience

do not change across educational groups in old datasets (Mincer, 1974), or decrease with

educational level in the most recent datasets (Lemieux, 2006 and Heckman et al., 2006).4

These results had a lasting in�uence on empirical work in the �eld of labor economics. For

example, Mincer (1974) used his �ndings to justify the separability between schooling and

3Note also that these studies di�er on how they de�ne earnings. For example, Farber and Gibbons (1996)
use earning in levels. There is also a di�erence between using annual or hourly wages as the dependent
variable. Mincer (1974) uses annual earnings, but only �nds evidence for parallel wage pro�le when controlling
for weeks worked in the past calendar year. With the exception of Heckman et al. (2006), most recent papers
have used hourly earnings as the dependent variable.

4Altonji and Pierret (2001) also �nd negative coe�cients for interaction between schooling and experience
when including ability measures not observed by �rms that are correlated to schooling on the earnings
equation.
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experience present in the Mincer earnings equation, which has remained for decades the

``workhorse'' of empirical research on earnings determination.5

Despite the unquestionable value of the articles presented in table 1.1, in this paper I point

out issues associated with the measures of experience they use. The �rst contribution of

this paper is to demonstrate that potential experience used in Mincer (1974) confounds the

impact of two distinct events on earnings: actual experience and past non-working periods.

Furthermore, I demonstrate that if educated workers su�er greater wage losses after out-of-

work periods, potential experience can produce greater bias to the returns to experience for

more educated workers.

This result is at odds with the literature that discusses the bias associated with using po-

tential experience variable (Filer, 1993, Altonji and Blank, 1999, and Blau and Kahn, 2013).

According to this literature, potential experience generates lower bias to the returns to expe-

rience for demographic groups with higher employment attachment, such as more educated

workers. In contrast, I demonstrate that potential experience can generate a greater bias to

the returns to experience for workers with higher employment attachment if their earnings

are more a�ected after career interruptions. To my knowledge, this is the �rst paper that

addresses this matter.

The second contribution of this paper is to use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth

(NLSY) to estimate a model where earnings depend on work experience, past unemploy-

ment and non-participation periods, and their interaction with schooling. While there is an

5The existing literature presents some possible explanations for the non-increasing e�ect of schooling
on earnings. In the traditional Mincerian model, all workers have the same rate of returns to on-the-
job investment, that is independent of their educational achievement. This independence between human
capital investments at school and on-the-job can justify the parallel log earnings-experience pro�les across
educational groups. On the other hand, Farber and Gibbons (1996), and Altonji and Pierret (2001) claim
that schooling is used by employers as a signal of a worker's ability. Therefore, schooling should not become
more important for earnings as a worker accumulates work experience.
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extensive literature the analysis the impact of career interruptions on earnings (Mincer and

Polachek, 1974 and Mincer and Ofek, 1982), on the gender gap (Kim and Polachek, 1994 and

Light and Ureta, 1995), and on race wage gap (Antecol and Bedard, 2004), to my knowledge

this is the �rst paper that addresses how past working and non-working periods a�ect the

wage coe�cient on schooling.

The results from the estimation of the earnings model that fully characterize the work his-

tory of individuals are remarkably di�erent from the standard speci�cation using potential

experience. Using my preferred estimation method, I �nd that for non-black males, the wage

coe�cient on schooling increases by 1.8 percentage points with 10 years of actual experience,

but decreases by 2.2 percentage points with 1 year of unemployment. In other words, the

earning di�erential between the more and less educated workers mildly rises with actual ex-

perience but signi�cantly falls with unemployment. The periods a worker spends out of the

labor force (OLF) do not signi�cantly a�ect the wage coe�cients on schooling. I also �nd

qualitatively similar results for blacks and women, with the exception that I �nd a negative

e�ect of the interaction between OLF periods and schooling on earnings for women.

I provide several robustness checks for these results. First, I estimate a non-parametric

model where I do not impose restrictions on the relation between earnings, schooling, work

experience, and career interruptions. Second, I change the earnings model so that the timing

of career interruptions can also change the e�ect of schooling on earnings. Third, I take

into consideration the possible endogeneity of work history, and estimate a model using an

individual �xed e�ect assumption. In all these speci�cations, I consistently �nd that more

educated workers have a higher wage increase with work experience but su�er greater wage

losses after unemployment periods.

Given the novelty of these results, my third contribution is to propose a model that can

4



rationalize the empirical �ndings of this paper. In the model, the productivity of a worker

depends on his ability, schooling level and work experience. However, di�erent from the

articles in table 1.1, I assume that ability is complementary to schooling and experience in

determining a worker's productivity. In other words, high ability workers have higher returns

to human capital investments at school and on-the-job.

The model also shares features with the employer learning literature (Farber and Gibbons,

1996 and Altonji and Pierret, 2001). Firms observe schooling and the work history of individ-

uals but have imperfect information about their ability. Within this framework, employers

have to make predictions about a worker's ability using the information available at each

period. As low-ability workers are more likely to be unemployed throughout their careers,

�rms use information regarding past employment history of workers in the prediction of their

unobservable ability.6

Based on the framework described above, the model can predict the empirical results of the

paper. The intuition is as follows. High ability workers learn faster on-the-job and have a

higher productivity growth as they accumulate work experience. As ability and education

are positively related, the model predicts that educated workers have a higher wage increase

with experience. In addition, employers use past unemployment as a signal that a worker is

low ability. As low ability workers have lower returns to schooling, the model predicts that

more educated workers su�er greater wage losses when their low ability is revealed through

unemployment.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I discuss the issues of using potential

experience when estimating a typical Mincer equation if career interruptions have an impact

6While there are studies where employers use lay o� information (Gibbons and Katz, 1991) or the duration
of an unemployment spell (Lockwood, 1991 and Kroft et al., 2013) to infer a worker's unobservable quality,
in this paper �rms take into consideration the full work history of an individual.
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on earnings. In section 3, I describe the data and I show some descriptive statistics. Section

4 presents the main empirical results of the paper, and I provide some robustness checks. In

section 5, I describe the model, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

1.2 Potential Experience and Career Interruptions in the

Mincer Equation

The Mincer earnings equation has long been long used as the workhorse of empirical research

on earnings determination. Based on theoretical and empirical arguments, Mincer (1974)

proposed a speci�cation where the logarithm of earnings is a linear function of education and

a quadratic function of potential experience (age minus schooling minus six). Mincer also

suggested that schooling and experience are separable in the earnings equation, meaning no

interaction term between these two variables is required in the earnings equation. Notably,

as discussed shown in table 1.1, Mincer founds evidence that potential experience pro�les

are nearly parallel across educational groups.

There is wide discussion on the potential pitfalls with the earnings speci�cation proposed

by Mincer (Murphy and Welch (1990) and Heckman et al. (2006)), including discussion of

the issues associated with using the potential experience variable (Filer, 1993 and Blau and

Kahn, 2013). In addition to the existing critiques, in this section I discuss new issues with

using the potential experience variable when non-working periods a�ect earnings.

In order to give some perspective to this issue, I begin the analysis with the traditional case

where earnings are a�ected only by actual experience and not by non-working periods.7 The

7In Mincer (1974), the potential experience variable is interpreted as a measure of on-the-job training.
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log-earnings generating process of worker i at time period t (lnwit) with level of schooling s

is de�ned by the equation below. The parameter βs1 identi�es the impact of the increase of

actual experience for workers with level of education s.

lnwit = βs0 + βs1experit + εit (1.1)

For expositional purposes, and di�erent from Mincer's suggested speci�cation, I assume that

log earnings are a linear function of experience. As discussed in Regan and Oaxaca (2009), an

inclusion of a quadratic and cubic term tends to exacerbate the type of bias that is discussed

here.8

The object of interest of the paper is the interaction between schooling and experience.

In terms of the equation above, I am interested in how the parameter βs1 changes across

di�erent educational groups. Note that according to Mincer (1974) original speci�cation,

log-experience pro�les are parallel across educational groups: βs1 = β1 for all s.

Equation (1.1) describes how log-earnings changes with actual experience, but individuals

can spend some time not working after they leave school. I de�ne lτi as an indicator variable

that assumes a value of one if individual i worked at past time period τ . The actual experience

variable is de�ned by the sum of past working periods after a worker left school:

experit =
∑t−1

τ=g liτ

where g is the time at which an individual leaves school. I also assume that liτ is independent

of the wage error term εit and E[liτ ] = ps, where ps is a constant between zero and one that

8In the empirical section of the paper I include di�erent functional forms for both actual experience and
career interruptions.
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indicates the expected fraction of periods that a worker with s level of education stays

employed after leaving school.9

In most datasets it is not possible to identify an individual's work history. For this reason,

researchers have long used rough measures of experience which do not distinguish working

and non-working periods, such as the potential experience variable. In the context described

above, the potential experience variable pexpit, is de�ned as the time period since an indi-

vidual left school:10

pexpit = t− 1− g

In this framework, it is easy to show that the coe�cient that expresses how earnings change

with potential experience is a biased estimator of βs1, such that β̃pex = psβ
s
1. In fact, this

is typical attenuation bias associate with using the potential experience variable present in

the literature (Filer, 1993 and Blau and Kahn, 2013). Note that while potential experience

attenuates the returns to experience for all demographic groups, the attenuation bias is

higher for demographic groups with lower employment attachment. That is the reason why

using complete measures of actual experience is a special issue in the literature that studies

the gender wage gap (Altonji and Blank, 1999).

Note that as educated workers tend to have a higher employment attachment than uned-

ucated workers, such that ps > ps−1, this model predicts that potential experience under-

estimates the di�erence in the wage growth between educated and uneducated workers. In

other words, if earnings are not a�ected by career interruptions, the potential experience

9A discussion of the potential endogeneity of liτ is found in section 1.3.2.
10Mincer (1974)'s de�nition of age-6-schooling would also generate an error term regarding the correct

measure of the time a worker left school. For simplicity, I will assume this term is orthogonal to all other
variables of the model, and therefore, I ignore it here.
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generates a lower bias to the returns to experience for more educated workers. However, as

I will show in section 1.3.2, this is the opposite to what it is observed in the data.

Suppose now that in addition to actual experience, non-working periods also have a long-

term impact on wages.11 A representation for the earnings equation in this framework would

be:

lnwit = βs0 + βs1experit + βs2interrit + εit (1.2)

where interit is a measure of career interruptions of a worker since leaving school. Using the

same notation as before, I de�ne career interruptions as the accumulation of non-working

periods since an individual left school:

interrit =
∑t−1

τ=g(1− liτ )

Note that for simplicity, I assume that earnings are a�ected by the cumulative non-working

periods. However, one can argue that the order and length of non-working periods have a

di�erent impact on earnings (Light and Ureta, 1995). In the empirical sections of the paper

I also consider this possibility, but for exposition I assume that earnings are only a�ected by

the accumulation of out-of work periods (Albrecht et al., 1999).

Under the earnings generating process described in (1.2), it is easy to show that a regression

of earnings on potential experience identi�es the following object:

11Possible explanations for that are human capital depreciation (Mincer and Polachek, 1974 and Mincer and
Ofek, 1982), �rms using the information on past non-working periods as a signal of a worker's productivity
(Albrecht et al., 1999), or even that workers accept a wage loss after career interruptions due to liquidity
constraints, end of non-working bene�ts or disutility from leisure (Arulampalam, 2001). In section 1.4, I
present a theory for why career interruptions a�ect wages.

9



β̃spex = psβ
s
1 + (1− ps)βs2

Note that in this framework β̃spex confounds the e�ect of actual experience and career in-

terruptions on earnings. In precise terms, the potential experience e�ect on earnings is a

weighted average of βs1 and βs2, with the weight being de�ned as the expected employment

attachment of workers.

A few comments are needed on how this framework is related to the traditional potential

experience bias when career interruptions do not have an impact on earnings, as presented

in the discussion of model (1.1). First, if career interruptions have a negative impact on

earnings (βs2 < 0), the downward bias on estimating on the returns to actual experience is

even greater than what the literature has been suggested (Filer, 1993 and Blau and Kahn,

2013).

Second, the potential experience bias can cause greater bias for groups with higher employ-

ment attachment. If demographic groups with high employment attachment are also more

a�ected by career interruption (more negative βs2), it might be the case that β̃spex is a more

biased estimator of βs1 than it is for groups with low employment attachment. In section 1.3.2

I demonstrate that i) educated workers have a higher employment attachment; ii) educated

workers face much greater wage losses with career interruptions; and iii) potential experience

produces a greater bias to the returns to actual experience for more educated workers.
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1.3 Empirical Dynamics

1.3.1 Data

The data used in this paper are the 1979-2010 waves of the National Longitudinal Survey

of Youth (NLSY) 1979. The NLSY is well suited for this study because it contains detailed

information about individuals' work history since an early age, and follows them during a

signi�cant portion of their careers. The individuals in the sample were 14�22 years old when

they were �rst surveyed in 1979, and they were surveyed annually from to 1979 to 1993 and

biennially from 1994 to 2010.

The sample is restricted to the 2,657 non-black males from the cross-section (nationally

representative) sample. This decision to restrict the sample was based on several reasons.

First, this is a more stable demographic group during the decades of analysis. The labor

market for women and blacks has passed through signi�cant changes in the past 30 years.

Second, reasons for career interruptions might di�er by gender and race. Even though it

is possible to di�erentiate unemployment from out-of-the-labor-force periods in the data, it

is well know that reasons for non-participation in the labor market can substantially di�er

among demographic groups. Finally, most of the current studies presented in table 1.1

restrict the sample to non-black males, consequently this sample restriction allows a better

comparison between my results and previous studies. Nevertheless, given the interest in

women and blacks, I also present the main results of the paper for these groups, separately.

I de�ne �year of leaving school� as the year when a worker has achieved his highest schooling

level and I consider only workers that have been in the labor market after they left school.12

12I dropped 75 individuals that did not have any observations after the year they left school.
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Note that this de�nition for year of leaving school assures that career interruptions are not

caused by a worker's decision to go back to school. However, it also ignores work experience

that an individual might have accumulated before achieving his highest degree level. In

order to show that the main �ndings of the paper are not sensitive to such previous work

experiences, I also present robustness checks where I de�ne �year of leaving school� as the

year an individual reports to not be enrolled in school for the �rst time.

In the NLSY it is possible to identify week-by-week records of individuals' labor force status

since 1978. I use these variables to calculate for each potential experience year (age minus

schooling minus six) the share of weeks that each worker in the sample spent working,

unemployed, out of the labor force, or in active military service. I use this information

to present statistics on average employment attachment over the life cycle for high school

graduates and workers with at least a college degree in �gures 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. These

�gures reveal that both high school and college graduates spend on average a signi�cant share

of their time after leaving school not working, although career interruptions happen much

more often for the former group.

A surprising �nding from these �gures is that non-black males spend a signi�cant share of

their time out-of-the labor force throughout their careers. Although the NLSY provides

limited information on the reasons for non-participation of workers, I did some further in-

vestigation of the available data for why these group of workers are out-of-the labor force.13

The results show that the reasons are very diverse, with the three most common reasons

being individuals that did not want to work (20%), had a new job they were to start (19%)

and were ill or unable to work (14%).

13The data is limited due to the changes of questionnaires across years. These statistics are based on the
years 1989-1993, when the most complete questionnaires on the reasons for non-participation are available.
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In addition to week-by-week information, NLSY also provides information on weeks between

interview years that an individual spent working, unemployed, out of the labor force, or in

military service 14 These retrospective variables were used to construct the main work history

variables used in the paper, as presented in table 1.2. More speci�cally, for each individual,

work experience is de�ned as the cumulative number of weeks spent working since leaving

school. In addition, cumulative unemployment, OLF, and military service years were de�ned

as the number of weeks spent in each of these labor force conditions since leaving school.

I then divide all variables by 52, so that the measurement unit is year.15 Throughout the

paper, potential experience is de�ned as age minus schooling minus six. This is the variable

typically used in the literature (table 1.1) to measure experience, and as discussed before, it

does not distinguish working and non-working periods throughout a worker's career. Note

that because some individuals take more time to �nish school than their schooling years,

potential experience does not accurately measure the years a worker is in the labor market.

For this reason, I also use time since leaving school as an alternative measure of experience

that does not account for non-working periods. Note that time since leaving school is just

the sum of the other cumulative work history variables.16

The wage is calculated as the hourly rate of pay (measured in year 1999 dollars) for the cur-

14There is also information on the percentage of weeks that NLSY cannot be accounted for. I use this
information as a control in all regressions.

15In section 1.3.2 I also explore the possibility that timing of career interruptions might a�ect earnings.
16An issue I faced while creating the work history variables is the fact that 7% of the individuals in the

sample graduated before 1978 and there is no available information regarding their work history before this
year. I try to overcome this problem by using information available on when a worker left school (a year
before 1978) and impute the work history variables described in table 1.2 for these individuals, between
the year of leaving school and the year 1978. The imputation method consists of calculating the number
of work/unemployment/OLF/military service weeks for the 1978 calendar year, and the assumption that
it was constant between the year of leaving school and 1978. An alternative approach is to drop the 196
individuals who graduated before 1978 from the analysis. The results of this second approach are quite
similar to imputing the work history variable, so I decided to omit them in this paper, but they are available
upon request.
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rent or most recent job of a worker.17 In order to perform the earnings equation estimation,

I also restrict the observations to individuals employed at time of interview who work for

hourly wages higher than $1 and less $100.18 After these sample restrictions given above, the

remaining sample consists of 2,484 individuals with 33,707 observations. All the statistics in

the paper are unweighted.

Table 1.3 contains the main statistics of the sample used in the earnings equation estima-

tions for di�erent educational levels. This table highlights some important features of the

data. First, the mean of the potential experience and time since leaving school variables

are signi�cantly greater than the mean of the work experience for all educational groups.

This shows that even for non-black males � a group with considerably higher employment

attachment � potential experience substantially overstates actual experience. However, as

expected, the di�erence is higher for less educated workers. Second, the individuals in all

the educational groups spend more time out of the labor force than unemployed throughout

their career. Finally, the work history information reported in the NLSY is quite accurate:

for only 0.8% of weeks since leaving school NLSY was not able to de�ne the labor status of

the workers in the sample.

1.3.2 Earnings Dynamics Estimation

There are two main earnings models that are estimated in this paper. The �rst model

represents the typical earnings equation that has been widely used in the literature, which

17The hourly rate of pay is calculated in the NLSY from answers to questions concerning earnings and
time units for pay. If a respondent reports wages with an hourly time unit, actual responses are reported as
the hourly rate of pay. For those reporting a di�erent time unit, NLSY uses number of hours usually worked
per week to calculate an hourly rate of pay.

18There are 41 individuals who do not have any observations during the whole period of analysis with
earnings within this interval.
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shows how the e�ect of schooling on wages changes with potential experience (see table 1.1).

I refer to this model as the traditional model and de�ne log-earnings of individual i in time

period t as:

lnwit = α0 + α1si + α2(si × pexpit) + g(pexpit) + εit (1.3)

where lnwit is the log of hourly earnings, si is years of schooling and pexpit is the poten-

tial experience, de�ned as �age - schooling - six� or �time since graduation�, which do not

distinguish working and non-working periods and g(.) is as cubic function.19 The primarily

interest of the paper is estimating the parameter α2 which identi�es how the wage coe�cient

on schooling changes with potential experience. It is important to note that in previous

work (table 1.1) this parameter has been consistently estimated as non-positive; I aim to

test whether the same result is found in the sample used in this paper.

In addition to equation 1.3, I also estimate a wage model that fully characterizes the past

employment and unemployment history of workers:

lnwit = β0 + β1si + β2(si× experit) + β3(si× interrit) + f(experit) + h(interrit) + uit (1.4)

where experit is work experience and interrit is a measure of career interruptions since

leaving school. The objects of interest are the parameters β2 and β3, which identify how the

wage coe�cient on schooling changes with work experience and past non-working periods

19Mincer (1974) uses log of annual wages and g(.) function is de�ned as a quadratic function. But since
the seminal paper from Murphy and Welch (1990), the convention is to use log of hourly earnings and de�ne
g(.) a cubic (or even quartic) polynomial.
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respectively.

When modeling an earnings function that accounts for the work history of individuals, a

researcher is confronted with some non-trivial choices. First, there is a question regarding the

appropriate way to measure career interruptions. It has been shown that di�erent labor force

status of individuals during career interruptions might have di�erent impact on subsequent

wages (Mincer and Ofek, 1982 and Albrecht et al., 1999). For this reason, I will follow the

literature and make the distinction between periods of unemployment, time spent out of the

labor force, and military service periods.

Second, one can claim that the timing of career interruptions is also important for earnings

determination. With respect to this issue, the literature has suggested di�erent speci�cations,

ranging from the simple accumulation of out-of-work periods since leaving school (Albrecht

et al., 1999) to a less parsimonious model, which characterizes the number of weeks out of

employment for every year since leaving school (Light and Ureta, 1995). For the main results

of the paper I will follow Albrecht et al. (1999) and accumulate periods of unemployment

and out-of-work since leaving school. However, in subsection 1.3.2 the analogous results

using a less parsimonious model are also presented, where timing of non-working periods is

important for earnings.

The �nal non-trivial choice is how to de�ne the functions f(.) and h(.). In order to be

consistent with the most recent literature on the earnings equation (Murphy and Welch

(1990)), I de�ne f(.) as a cubic polynomial in the main tables of the paper. By analogy,

I will also de�ne h(.) as cubic polynomial, although the coe�cients of higher order terms

are usually not signi�cant. Nevertheless, I will also present a less-restricted model, where

I estimate both f(.) and h(.) non-parametrically in subsection 1.3.2 and the results are

qualitatively similar to the ones presented with the cubic assumption.
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Main Results

Throughout the paper I normalize the interactions between schooling and measures of work

history variables such that coe�cient of interactions represent a change in the wage coe�cient

on schooling with 10 years of experience, unemployment, or OLF periods. All the standard

errors presented are White/Huber standard errors clustered at the individual level.

Columns (1) and (2) of table 1.4 show the estimation of the traditional earnings model as

presented in equation (1.3). The main point of these estimations is to show that one can

replicate the �nding of the literature, as presented in table 1.1, using the sample restrictions

of this paper. First, in column (1) I estimate that the e�ect of an extra year of schooling on

earnings in the beginning of a worker career is 11% (0.006). Next, I estimate that interac-

tion between schooling and potential experience is statistically insigni�cant. This result is

in accordance with Mincer (1974), who found no e�ects of the interactions between school-

ing and potential experience on earnings (parallel or convergence of log earnings potential

experience pro�les across educational groups). Finally, in column (2) I estimate the same

speci�cation using time since leaving school as a measure of experience. This measure also

does not distinguish working in non-working periods but accurately identi�es the period in

which a worker left school. Note that the results from these speci�cations are similar to the

ones presented in column (1).

Column (3) provides the estimation of the career interruptions earnings model as presented

in equation (1.4). As can be seen, the result from this speci�cation is remarkably di�erent

from the ones using the traditional model. First, I estimate a lower schooling coe�cient of

8% (0.005). Second, I �nd a positive and signi�cant coe�cient of 0.018 for the interaction

between schooling and work experience, meaning that the e�ect of one additional year of
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education increases from 8% to 10%, after a worker accumulates ten years of work experience.

Furthermore, I estimate a negative e�ect of the interaction between past unemployment

and schooling. Speci�cally, I estimate that the wage coe�cient on schooling decreases by

2.1%, following one year of unemployment. Finally, I �nd a positive � but not signi�cant

� interaction between OLF periods and schooling.20 But, as discussed in section 1.3.1,

the interpretation for the impact of OLF periods on wage for this demographic group is

challenging due to heterogeneous reasons that lead to this type of career interruption.

Columns (4) and (5) provide more robustness to the previous results. In column (4) tenure

and its interaction with schooling are added to the model. The idea behind this addition

is to investigate whether the main �ndings of the paper are due to the period a worker

is attached to a particular employer, rather than general labor market experience. From

these estimations, I �nd that: i) the coe�cients of the career interruptions model are barely

a�ected by the inclusion of these variables; and ii) the wage coe�cient on schooling is not

signi�cantly a�ected by tenure. This result suggests that �rm-speci�c mechanisms are not

the main explanation for the empirical �ndings of the paper. This is the approach that is

followed in section 1.4.

In column (5) Armed Forces Quali�cation Test score (AFQT) and its interaction with work

experience are added to the earnings equation.21 The AFQT score has been used in the

employer learning literature (Farber and Gibbons, 1996 and Altonji and Pierret, 2001) as a

measure of a worker's ability that is not easily observed by �rms. According to this literature,

when AFQT is included with its interaction with experience in the earnings equation, it

causes the decreasing with experience (as described in table 1.1). Note that this result is not

20I also reject with 99% con�dence that the coe�cient of the interaction between schooling and unemploy-
ment is equal to the coe�cient of the interaction between OLF periods and schooling.

21AFQT is standardized by the age of the individual at the time of the test.
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found in a model that accounts for career interruptions of workers: while there is a decline

of β2 from columns (3) to (5), the coe�cient is still positive and signi�cant. In addition,

the other coe�cients of interest remain practically unchanged with the inclusion of AFQT

in the equation.

Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 illustrate how the wage coe�cient on schooling changes with the work

history variables used in the paper. In these �gures I report the coe�cients of schooling with

a 95% con�dence interval estimated from the same earnings model as presented in column

(3) of table 1.4. The only di�erence is restricting the sample to workers within a speci�c

range of work history variable (as presented in the x-axis) and the omission of the interaction

terms between schooling and work history variables from the equations.

Based on this approach, �gure 1.3 shows a wage coe�cient on schooling of 8% for workers

with 0 to 4 years of work experience. However, this coe�cient rises for workers with higher

experience levels. In precise terms, I estimate the e�ect of schooling on earnings at 11%

for workers with 16 to 20 years of work experience. In contrast, �gure 1.4 shows that the

wage coe�cient on schooling tends to decrease for workers with higher levels of cumulative

unemployment. In fact, I estimate that workers with 0 to 0.4 cumulative years of unem-

ployment have a 10% wage coe�cient on schooling, while workers with cumulative years

of unemployment between 1.6 and 2 are rewarded only 4% for an extra year of education.

Finally, �gure 1.5 shows that the wage coe�cient on schooling does not change signi�cantly

within OLF groups. All these results are consistent with the �ndings of table 1.4.

As discussed in section 1.3.1, the main group of interest for this work is non-black males.

Nevertheless, one might be interested on the empirical results for other demographic groups.

In table 1.5, I present the results of the career interruption model for black males, non-black

females and black females in columns (1), (2) and (3) respectively. The main �ndings are
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similar to those for non-black males. For black males and non-black females, I estimate: i)

a positive and signi�cant e�ect of the interaction between work experience and schooling;

and ii) a negative e�ect of the interaction between past unemployment and schooling on

earnings. Neither work experience nor cumulative unemployment have a signi�cant e�ect on

the returns to schooling for black females. Finally, past OLF periods have a negative impact

on the returns to schooling for both non-black and black females. However, it is well-known

that reasons for non-participation periods are substantially di�erent for males and females,

which poses a challenge for comparing the results for these two groups.

Finally, table 1.6 provides robustness check that the main results of the paper are not sensitive

to the de�nition of the year of leaving school. In precise terms, and di�erent from the other

results of the paper, in this table a worker enters the labor market when he �rst leaves

school and the accumulation of work, unemployed and OLF weeks start in this period. As

discussed before, on one hand, some of the career interruptions can be justi�ed by a decision

of a worker to return to school after spending some time in the labor market. On the other

hand, I can account for employment periods a worker had before returning to school in the

construction of the work experience.

The table shows that the results using this de�nition for year of leaving school is very similar

to the ones presented in table 1.4. In fact, in column (1) I estimate a 7% e�ect of schooling

on earnings at the beginning of a workers career. Second, there is a positive and signi�cant

coe�cient of interaction between schooling and work experience of 0.018. In contrast, there

is a negative e�ect of the interaction between past unemployment and schooling of 0.151

and insigni�cant e�ect of OLF periods on the returns to schooling. In addition, in columns

(2) and (3) I �nd similar results when including tenure and AFQT and its interactions with

schooling and work experience respectively on the wage equation.
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Earnings Pro�les and Nonparametric Regressions

In this subsection I estimate a less restricted earnings model without imposing functional

form assumptions on the relation between work experience, cumulative unemployment, and

OLF years and earnings. In these estimations I also substitute years of schooling with

educational degree dummies. This procedure allows the model to account for non-linearity

in the relation between schooling and earnings. The earnings pro�les are plotted with respect

to work experience, cumulative years unemployed, and cumulative years OLF for di�erent

educational groups. The estimated non-parametric model is the following:

lnwit = fs(experit) + hs(cunempit) + gs(colfit) + ηit (1.5)

where s represents educational group variables: less than high school, high school degree,

some college and bachelor degree or more. As before experit is work experience. I also de�ne

cunempit as the cumulative years a work spent unemployed, and colfit as the cumulative years

a worker spent OLF. Di�erent from model (1.4), there is no imposition of any parametric

restriction on fs(.) , hs(.) and gs(.). However, I still impose the additive separability of the

work history variables in the model. The method used for the non-parametric estimation is

the di�erentiating procedure described in Yatchew (1998).22 I use locally weighted regressions

using a standard tricube weighting function and a bandwidth of 0.5 when estimating fs and

0.25 when estimating hs and gs.
23

Figure 1.6 plots the estimate of fs(.) for di�erent educational groups. The �gure shows

22In this method, I estimate each function fs(.), hs(.), gs(.) separately, imposing a functional form as-
sumption for the non-estimated functions. In precise terms, when estimating ĝs(.), I assume that fs(.) and
hs(.) are cubic polynomial but impose no parametric restriction on gs(.). The same procedure is applied

when estimating f̂s(.) and ĥs(.).
23The overall results of this graph are not sensitive to the choice of di�erent bandwidths.
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that the log earnings-work experience pro�les have a concave shape as previously found in

the literature (Murphy and Welch, 1992), with wages growing faster at the beginning of a

worker's career. In contrast to previous literature, I estimate a much steeper wage growth for

more educated workers, than for uneducated workers. In fact, the �gure shows that the wage

gap between individuals with at least a college degree and other workers tends to increase as

workers accumulate actual experience. Similarly, the wage gap between high school graduates

and workers with less than a high school education is smaller than it is for workers with zero

work experience, but increases signi�cantly as workers accumulate experience. These results

are in accordance with the �ndings presented in table 1.4, namely that the wage coe�cient

on earnings increases, as workers accumulate actual experience throughout their careers.

Figure 1.7 presents the non-parametric estimation of the relation between log earnings and

cumulative years of unemployment, de�ned by the function hs(.) in equation (1.5), for dif-

ferent educational groups. The �gure shows that both college and high school graduates

are negatively a�ected by unemployment periods, as wages decline with the accumulation of

this variable. However, the rate of wage decline is substantively di�erent across educational

groups since workers with a bachelor's degree have a greater wage decline with unemploy-

ment. It is also notable that the wages of workers with less than a high school degree are

not signi�cantly a�ected by unemployment.

Finally, �gure 1.8 plots the analogous estimation of the relation between log earnings and

cumulative years that a worker spends out of the labor force, as described by the function

gs(.). The evidence shows that this relation is quite heterogeneous among the groups. While

the earnings of workers with at least a college degree are almost not a�ected at all by

the accumulation of OLF, workers with less than a high school degree face a substantial

wage decrease with OLF periods. The interpretation of these results is di�cult because
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non-participation periods have heterogeneous justi�cations among workers.

Timing of Career Interruptions

This section addresses whether accounting for timing of career interruptions in the earnings

equation can a�ect the main �ndings of the paper. For this reason, instead of assuming

that wages are a�ected by the cumulative unemployment and out-of-the-labor-force periods,

I estimate the following log wage model separately by educational groups:

lnwit = βS0 + βS1 + fs(experit) +
5∑
j=1

γsjunempit−j +
5∑
j=1

αsjolf it−j + ηit (1.6)

where s represents educational group variables: less than high school, high school degree,

some college, and bachelor degree or more; unempit−j is the number of weeks a worker

spent unemployed in the calendar year that was j years before the interview and olf it−j is

the number of weeks a worker spent out of the labor force in the calendar year that was j

years before the interview date. For example, for t =1993, the variable unempit−3 reports

the number of weeks a worker spent unemployed in 1990 and olf it−3 the number of weeks a

worker spent OLF in 1990.24 I divide unempit−j and olf it−j by 52, allowing the coe�cients to

be interpreted as changes of year units. Finally, I limit the sample to observations of a worker

5 years after leaving school, so past work history variables re�ect events that happened after

a worker made the transition to the labor market.

Figure 9 plots the estimation of the coe�cients γsj with a 95% con�dence interval for di�erent

s and j. The graph shows a few interesting facts. First, the weeks spent unemployed in the

24These career interruption variables are constructed based on the week-by-week work history information
provided by NLSY, which identi�es with precision the periods of unemployment and OLF throughout a
worker's career.
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past calendar year have the highest impact on earnings for all education groups, but the

e�ects are much higher for workers with a bachelor's degree or higher. In precise terms,

the estimation shows that spending the previous calendar year unemployed decreased the

earnings of this group by 60%. Second, unemployment periods have a long-term impact on

earnings, with a signi�cant negative e�ect of unemployment weeks, which occurred 5 years

prior to the interview. While the di�erence across educational groups is not as strong, this

�gure shows that educated workers are also more a�ected by older unemployment periods.

In �gure 1.10, the analogous statistics for αsj are reported with a 95% con�dence interval,

showing that periods spent out of the labor force have a negative impact on the earnings

of all workers. However, this e�ect is much lower than those estimated by unemployment

periods, and tend to disappear with time. Finally, while it is estimated that college-graduate

workers are more a�ected by past year OLF weeks than educated workers, the di�erences

across educational groups are not as strong for OLF periods as they are for unemployment

periods.

Figures 1.9 and 1.10 bring to light how unemployment and OLF periods a�ect the e�ect

of schooling on earnings. In order to provide a more accurate test regarding whether the

returns to schooling change throughout a workers' career � in a model where timing of career

interruptions a�ect wages � I estimate the model below:

lnwit = β0 + β1si + β2(si × experit) + f(experit) +
5∑
j=1

λjunempit−j (1.7)

+
∑5

j=1 πj(si × unempit−j) +
∑5

j=1 ρjolf it−j +
∑5

j=1 ψj(si × olf it−j) + εit

where all the variables have the same de�nitions as before and si is a measure of years of

schooling. In this framework, the coe�cients of interest are β2, which identi�es how the
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wage coe�cient on schooling changes with work experience, πj which identi�es how the

wage coe�cient on schooling changes with past unemployment periods j years before the

interview and ψj which identi�es how the wage coe�cient on schooling changes with past

OLF periods j years before the interview.

The result of the estimation of the earnings model 1.7 is presented in table 1.7. While I

estimate the model including olf it−j and its interaction with si , for the sake of space these

coe�cients are omitted in the table. The result shows that ψj is not signi�cant for any

j. As can be seen in the table: �rst, the wage coe�cient on schooling increases with work

experience, even in a model where the timing of career interruption matters, as presented

in columns (1) - (3). As can be seen, the estimated β2 is not very di�erent from the one

estimated in table 1.4. Second, as column (2) shows, previous unemployment periods have

a signi�cant negative impact on earnings, with previous year unemployment having the

highest impact. Third, column (3) shows that, although there is an estimated negative

e�ect of all unemployment periods on the wage coe�cient on schooling for all years, recent

unemployment periods have a higher impact on earnings. The overall interpretation of

these �ndings is that, while timing of unemployment and OLF might matter for earnings

determination, this less-restricted model shows similar patterns, in terms of the e�ect of

work experience and career interruptions on the wage coe�cient on schooling, as the one

presented in subsection 1.3.2.

Individual Fixed-E�ects Estimates

An issue that emerged in models that fully characterize an individual's work history is the

possible endogeneity problem of actual experience and career interruptions. The main argu-

ment is an omitted variable problem. It is possible that there are some variables not observed
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in the data that are related to both current wage determination and past employment. For

example, workers with higher career aspirations might have higher employment attachment

throughout their life-cycle earnings. In both cases, the seriousness of the endogeneity prob-

lem depends on how strong the correlation between current and past levels of the earnings

residuals is, and whether past residuals are related to the employment attachment of workers.

A popular approach in the literature when dealing with possible endogeneity of work history

is based on an individual �xed e�ect assumption (Corcoran and Duncan, 1979, Kim and

Polachek, 1994, Light and Ureta, 1995 and Albrecht et al., 1999).25 The basic idea of this

approach is that the factor related to past employment attachment of workers � which causes

the correlation of earnings residuals across time � is an individual-speci�c �xed component.

In terms of the model presented in equation 1.4, the �xed e�ect assumption means that

uit can be written as a sum of an individual component φi and a transitory component ηit,

both with mean zero and constant variance. While ηit is independent of an individual's work

history, the work history variables can be correlated to φi.

Table 1.8 presents the main results of the estimation of the wage model described by equa-

tion (1.4) using an individual �xed e�ect estimation. Note that as schooling does not change

overtime, I cannot identify β1 when using this estimation strategy. However, it is possible

to identify the e�ect of its interaction with other time-varying variables, such as work expe-

25There are other suggestions in the literature with respect to ways of addressing the possible endogeneity
of work history. Mincer and Polachek (1974) suggest using family characteristics, such as education of the
partner or number of children, as instruments for previous working and non-working periods of married
women. While it is questionable as to how exogenous these variables truly are, there is evidence that
family characteristics have a weak relation to employment attachment of non-black males, the main group
of interest of this work. Alternatively, Altonji and Pierret (2001) suggest using potential experience (pexpit)
as an instrument for actual experience, in a model that earnings are not a�ected by unemployment periods.
However, if career interruptions have impact on wages, the potential experience variable is not a validity
instrument for actual experience. In this circumstance, pexpit is not redundant (or ignorable) in the log
wage expectation, such that: E[lnwit|experit] 6= E[lnwit|experit, pexpit] = E[lnwit|experit, interrit].
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rience, tenure, and cumulative years OLF and unemployment. In order to make these new

results comparable to the least square estimation, the same speci�cations are followed in this

table as the one presented by the least square estimation of table 1.4.

The overall results from table 1.8 are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those esti-

mated by the least square estimation of table 1.4. Namely, the wage coe�cient on schooling

increases signi�cantly as a worker accumulates work experience, and decreases as a worker

accumulates unemployment periods. If anything, the �xed e�ect estimation shows a lower

negative coe�cient for the e�ect of unemployment on the returns to schooling. In other

words, this new estimation leaves the conclusions based on the OLS regressions intact.

This result is not surprising in light of the �ndings of existing literature. Mincer and Po-

lachek (1974), Blackburn and Neumark (1995), and Albrecht et al. (1999) have found that

coe�cients of the earnings model stay virtually unchanged when dealing with the possible

endogeneity problem of work history variables. From these results, one can conclude that

the endogeneity of work history appears to be less of a problem when estimating career

interruptions models.

1.4 Model

The dynamics estimated thus far are puzzling for conventional models of labor market dy-

namics. Unlike the past empirical literature, my research �nds that more educated workers

have a higher increase in earnings with actual experience, while su�ering greater earnings

losses after unemployment periods. This raises the question as to which economic reasons

can explain this relationship. Is it possible to conciliate the existing theories for earnings

dynamics with these novel empirical �ndings? In order to answer these questions, in this
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section I present an economic model that can rationalize the empirical �ndings of this paper.

1.4.1 The model environment

A worker enters the labor market in period 0 and lives for T periods. All �rms are identical

and the only input used in production is labor. Let yit denote a worker's log-productivity in

the t-th period after leaving school.

yit = θig(si, xit) (1.8)

In this speci�cation, θi is the worker's ability, g(si, xit) is a worker's human capital, which

is a function of the worker's schooling level si and work experience xit. For exposition, I

will omit x and s subscripts henceforth. I assume that both θi and g(s, x) are positive,

and ∂g(s, x)/∂s > 0, ∂g(s, x)/∂x > 0 and ∂g(s, x)/∂x∂s = 0. The important assumption

is that ability and human capital are complementary in determining the log-productivity,

which is captured in the multiplicative speci�cation of (1.8).26 An interpretation of the

complementary assumption is that high ability workers can more e�ectively use their human

capital at work and therefore have higher returns to schooling and experience.27

Furthermore, there are only two types of workers: high ability θH or low ability θL. While

schooling and work experience are observed, ability is not observed by either employers or

workers. All agents have to make their predictions about a worker's ability based on the

information available at each period.

26Note that this assumption makes the model di�erent from the studies presented in table 1.1.
27Papers making similar assumptions include: Acemoglu and Pischke (1998), Gibbons and Waldman

(2006), and DeVaro and Waldman (2012).
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Information structure

The only available information regarding ability in period 0 is a worker's schooling level s.

I de�ne ps as the fraction of workers with schooling level s that are high ability. I assume

that ps is di�erent from zero and one, and it is strictly increasing with a workers schooling

level, meaning that high ability workers are more likely to get more education. Note that in

this version of the model, I do not model schooling decision of workers, but this assumption

is consist with the signaling literature (Spence, 1973) where high ability workers have lower

costs to acquire education. Nevertheless, later I sketch how the model could be enriched to

allow for the endogeneity of schooling.

In addition to schooling, I assume that in every period some new information about a worker's

quality becomes available to all �rms.28 This new information can be summarized by the

signal ỹit, which can be a good or bad signal, with high ability workers producing a good

signal with probability γH and low ability workers producing a good signal with probability

γL, such that γH > γL. As in Altonji and Pierret (2001), �rms will use information on the

worker's signals during the past x − 1 employed periods to infer a worker's unobservable

ability. I de�ne Iit = {ỹi1, ..., ỹix−1} as the set of observed past signals.

Di�erent from Altonji and Pierret (2001), an individual can be in one of two possible states

at each period of his career: working or not working. Firms can also observe the employ-

ment history of an individual, which is characterized by the number of periods an individual

was employed x − 1 (work experience minus one) and the number of periods a worker was

unemployed u since leaving school (career interruptions).29 As will be clari�ed later, em-

28This information consists on past on-the-job performance, new letters of recommendation, interviews,
etc.

29Note that by de�nition x+u = t. Given the perfect linear combination between work experience, career
interruption, and time since leaving school, one could de�ne the information set available to �rms as two of
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ployment history gives extra information about a worker's ability and the timing of working

and non-working periods will not be important in the equilibrium of this simpli�ed model.30

Timing and actions

At the beginning of each period the sequence of events and actions are as follows:

1. A fraction δ of individuals are unable to work. These are the workers that are moving

for personal reasons or are not able to be matched to any employer.

2. The other fraction (1 − δ) of workers are able to work and draw a new signal ỹit for

the period.

3. The employers make job o�ers based on information available in the period and the

new signal ỹit.

4. A worker can either:

• Choose to work in the period. In this case, a worker accumulates one period of

work experience and keeps the signal for future wage o�ers.

• Choose to not work in the period. In this case a worker accumulates one period of

unemployment, while discarding the signal that will not be used for future wage

o�ers.

any of the three variables. For expositional purposes, I choose to present it as work experience and career
interruptions. I also ignore the di�erence between unemployment and out-of-the-labor-force periods.

30This mechanism is consistent with papers where employers use lay o� information (Gibbons and Katz,
1991) or the duration of an unemployment spell (Lockwood, 1991 and Kroft et al., 2013) to infer a worker's
unobservable quality. However, in this paper �rms take into consideration the full work history of an
individual.
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Note that in the model unemployment can be involuntary or voluntary. Involuntary unem-

ployment is caused by a worker who could not be matched to any employer in a given period

(fraction δ), while voluntary unemployment results from a worker's decision to reject any job

o�er. I assume that �rms cannot distinguish between these two types of career interruptions

when making future wage o�ers. The idea is that (low performance) workers can always tell

the employers that they did not work in a period because exogenous reasons were preventing

them from working. Nevertheless, �rms pay close attention to the accumulation of career

interruptions, and workers are unlikely be able to justify the long periods of unemployment

as involuntary.

Firms' decision

Firms do not discount the future and long term contracts are not allowed. As in Farber and

Gibbons (1996) and Altonji and Pierret (2001), I assume that there is free entry of �rms and

all employers share the same information about a worker's productivity. As a consequence

from competition among employers, the wage o�ered to a worker i in period t is equal to the

expected productivity given the information available at the period and the new signal ỹit:
31

Wit = E[expyit |x, u, s, Iit, ỹit] (1.9)

An alternative representation of the wage set up is to de�ne µ(s, x, u, Iit, ỹit) as the employers'

belief that a worker is high-type based on the information available up to that point. In this

framework, I use equation (1.8) to show that the wage level of a worker in period t can be

represented by:

31Note that the information that a worker chose to work in period t is implicit in the term ỹit.
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Wit = µ(s, x, u, s, Iit, ỹit) expg(s,x)θH +[1− µ(s, x, u, Iit, ỹit)] expg(s,x)θL (1.10)

The wage process presented in equation 1.10 shows the two di�erent roles of work experience

x in the model. On one hand, the term g(s, x) represents the productivity increase of a worker

as he accumulates work experience. This mechanism is de�ned as the human capital e�ect

of working on earnings. On the other hand, accumulating employment periods also provides

information about a worker's type, which is represented by the term µ(s, x, u, Iit, ỹit). This

mechanism is referred to as the information e�ect of working on earnings. Furthermore, �rms

will also use information regarding career interruptions u in the assessment of a worker's type.

Worker's decision

I assume that workers are risk neutral and discount the future using a discount rate β > 0.

At each period a worker has access to the same information as �rms.32 In this framework,

for individuals that are not exogenously unable to work, the work decision in the �rst T − 1

periods of their career is de�ned by the following Bellman equation:33

V (s, x, u, Iit, ỹit) = max{Wit(s, x, u, Iit, ỹit) + β(1− δ)E[V (s, x+ 1, u, Iit, ỹit, ỹt+1)],

b+ β(1− δ)E[V (s, x, u+ 1, Iit, ỹt+1)] (1.11)

32As it would be clear in equilibrium, even if workers have better information regarding their own ability
than �rms, this information will be irrelevant for their working decisions.

33In period T , workers make the same decision but do not consider the future.
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where b is the utility �ow for not-working. This Bellman equation highlights a trade-o�

associated with the employment decision.34 On one hand, an individual can choose to work,

be paid, and accumulate one year of experience. In this case, the signal ỹit is used for current

and future wages o�ers. On the other hand, a worker could discard the signal, receive non-

working bene�ts and accumulate one period of unemployment. In this case, �rms will not

be able to distinguish whether the unemployment period was due to a worker's choice or to

an exogenous reason. Nevertheless, �rms will use the extra non-working period information

to update their beliefs about a worker's ability, and this unemployment information will be

used for future wage o�ers.

1.4.2 Equilibrium

Equilibrium is characterized by a function of the state variables Sit = {s, x, u, Iit} and signal

ỹit to the �rms' belief that a workers is high type µit, a wage o�er Wit and an individual's

decision to work in period t. From this general framework, it is possible to derive some

predictions of an individual's optimal working strategy and how �rms use past employment

and unemployment information to update their beliefs about a worker's type.

Proposition 1: For a given state Sit, if it is an optimal strategy for an individual to choose

to work after a bad signal draw, it is also an optimal strategy to work in case of a good

ability draw.

The justi�cation is straightforward: the �rms' belief that a worker is high type is greater

after a good signal revelation than after a bad signal. As a result, present and future wage

34Note that individuals are exogenously unable to work in period t+ 1 with probability δ. As the utility
from this state is independent of previous work choices, this possibility should not a�ect an individual's
decision to work in period t. In precise terms, the future expected utility of being exogenously unemployed
is additive in both terms of the Bellman equation, and therefore is canceled out.
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o�ers must be higher after a good signal than after a bad signal. For this reason, for any

given state, a worker is better o� taking the job after a good signal draw than he would be

working after a bad signal draw.

This proposition has implications for the adverse selection and employer learning mechanism

proposed by the model. Firms realize that workers with bad signals are more likely to be un-

employed and workers with good signals are more likely to be employed. Even though �rms

cannot observe signals produced in the non-working periods, or ascertain whether unemploy-

ment was caused by an exogenous reason, they use information on career interruptions and

employment periods to update their beliefs about a worker's ability.

Separating Equilibrium

The analysis is now restricted to a separating equilibrium where for any given state, indi-

viduals always choose to work after observing a good signal draw, and always decide to not

work after observing a bad signal draw. This extreme case highlights the mechanisms of

adverse selection and employer learning through work history that I want to stress with the

model. It also simpli�es the calculation of �rms' beliefs and wage o�ers, and the derivations

of the predictions of the model.

Some extra assumptions are required in order to guarantee the existence of such a separating

equilibrium. First, I assume that high-ability workers always produce a good signal, such

that γH = 1, while low-ability workers can produce both good and bad signals: 0 < γL < 1.

The direct implication of this assumption is that the decision to work after a bad signal is

su�cient to reveal to employers that a worker is low type for the rest of his career.

Nevertheless, it might be optimal for an individual to work after it is revealed that he is low
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ability. For this reason, I assume the productivity of a low ability worker is always lower

than his non-working utility, such that expg(H,T )θL < b, where H is the highest schooling

level a worker can achieve and therefore g(H,T ) is the highest human capital level a worker

can possibly have. An interpretation of this assumption is that low-ability jobs are so much

less rewarding, that workers would never reveal to �rms that they are low ability.

Finally, for any state Sit, it must be optimal for an individual to choose to work after a good

signal. For this reason I impose the following restriction on θH :

µ̃ expg(0,0)θH +(1− µ̃) expg(0,0)θL > b (1.12)

where g(0, 0) is the lowest human capital level an individual can possibility have (zero school-

ing and zero actual experience) and µ̃ represents the lowest believe a �rm can have that a

worker is high type in this separating equilibrium. This term is a function of the parameters

ps, δ, and γL and T , and is derived in the appendix of the paper. An interpretation of this

assumption is that high-performance jobs are very rewarding and an individual would always

work after a good signal.

Under these assumptions, for any state Sit the optimal choice of an individual, that is not

exogenously unable to work, is to be employed if ỹit is a good signal and to be unemployed

if it is a bad signal. Note that the set of signals Iit becomes trivial, since individuals only

work in good signal periods. In this case, the set Iit is equivalent to the employment periods

x and therefore will be omitted henceforth.

Within this framework, it is easy to derive the fraction of workers that are employed and

unemployed at each period, and the �rms' equilibrium belief that a worker is high type.

First, the fraction of high-ability individuals that are employed in each period is equal to
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the fraction of workers that were not exogenously unable to work: P(Workit|θH) = 1− δ. In

other words, because high ability workers always draw good signals, the only reason for this

type of worker to be unemployed is being exogenously unable to work, which happens with

probability δ.

In contrast, low ability workers can be unemployed due to both exogenous reasons or a bad

signal draw. Therefore the probability that a low ability individual is working in a period

is P(Workit|θL) = γL(1 − δ). For γL < 1, high type worker are more likely to be employed

than low type workers at any point of their career.

Note that working events are independent across time. As a consequence, the probability

that a worker has x employment periods and u career interruptions conditional on high and

low ability level respectively is characterized by a binomial probability function:

P(X = x, U = u|θH) =

(
x+ u

x

)
(1− δ)xδu (1.13)

P(X = x, U = u|θL) =

(
x+ u

x

)
(γL(1− δ))x(1− γL(1− δ))u (1.14)

where
(
x+u
x

)
is the binomial coe�cient of x and x+ u.35

In this framework, it is simple to characterize how employers learn about a worker's type

throughout his career. The prior about a worker's type when he enters the labor market ps

is de�ned by the fraction of workers with education level s that are high type. However,

as a worker progresses in his career, �rms use information on his working and non-working

35Note, in this separating equilibrium, the timing of career interruptions is not important for the probability
function. Therefore, �rms will only use the cumulative values of work history variables to update their beliefs
about a worker's type.
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periods to update their beliefs. Based on equations (1.13) and (1.14), I use the Bayesian

rule to derive the �rms' belief that a worker with experience x and career interruptions u is

high type:

µ∗(s, x, u) =
δups

δups + γxL(1− γL(1− δ))u(1− ps)
(1.15)

Equation (1.15) presents features regarding how the �rms' belief evolves as a worker pro-

gresses in his career. At the beginning of a worker's career �rms have no information about

a worker's history (x = 0 and u = 0). In this case, the belief that a worker is high type

is de�ned solely by his schooling level, summarized by the prior ps. As workers progress in

their careers, and low ability workers are more likely to be unemployed, �rms update their

beliefs using information on x and u.

Proposition 2: µ∗(s, x, u) strictly increases with x and s and strictly decreases with u.

Furthermore, limx→∞ µ
∗(s, x, u) = 1 and limu→∞ µ

∗(s, x, u) = 0.

The idea of proposition 2 is simple. The adverse selection mechanism implies that �rms

use periods of past employment as a good signal of a worker's type, and past unemployment

periods as a bad signal of a worker's type. For this reason, a �rm's expectation that a worker

is high type must increase with x and decrease with u. For T is large enough, �rms should

be able to recover a worker's type just by updating their beliefs, using previous working and

non-working information.

The �gure 1.11 illustrates how the work history of an individual a�ects �rms' beliefs about his

type. The blue line shows how the belief that a worker with zero career interruptions (u = 0)

changes as he accumulates work experience x. The red line shows the analogous relation for

a worker that su�ers one period of career interruption (u = 1) in the beginning of his career,
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and is the green line of a worker that su�ers with two periods of career interruptions (u = 2)

in the beginning of his career. Note that the lines terminate at the end of a worker's career.

The graph shows that �rms have a belief ps that a worker with zero unemployment is high

type at the beginning of his career (blue line). As the worker accumulates work experience,

this expectation raises to the point where �rms are almost certain he is high type at the end

of period T . In contrast, a worker who starts to accumulate work experience with one period

of unemployment initiates the process from a lower level of expectation than ps. However, as

he gains work experience, �rms use the new employment periods to update their beliefs, and

the expectation about his type rises. Eventually, the employment information overcomes the

signal of one period of career interruptions and µ∗(s, x, u) catches up with the expectation

from a worker with no career interruptions. Finally, the green line shows that a worker

with 2 periods of unemployment starts his career from a very low belief level. Although the

worker is able to improve the �rms' expectations as he accumulates employment periods, the

new information is not such magnitude as to overcome the bad signal of two unemployment

periods. As a result, the expectation that he is high type never catches up with that of

workers with no career interruptions.

Wage determination

Having characterized how �rms form and update their beliefs about a worker's ability in a

separating equilibrium, I now turn to demonstrating that this learning process has important

implications for wage setting. Using the �rms' equilibrium belief that a worker is high

type - derived in the past subsection - and the wage setting described by (1.9), one can

write the equilibrium wage of a worker with schooling level s, work experience x and career

interruptions u as follows:
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W ∗
it = µ∗(s, x, u) expg(x,s)θH +[1− µ∗(s, x, u)] expg(x,s)θL (1.16)

where µ∗(s, x, u) is the equilibrium belief that a worker is high type as de�ned in equation

(1.15). From the equation above, it is easy to show that equilibrium wage levels are strictly

increasing with respect to schooling and work experience and strictly decreasing with respect

to unemployment period. Nevertheless, in this paper we are interested in how the interaction

between schooling, work experience and past unemployment periods a�ects log earnings.

Proposition 3: Under the assumptions of the above model,

∂2 lnW ∗it
∂x∂s > 0 for any s, x and u.

The proof of proposition 3 is presented in the appendix of the paper but the intuition follows

from the assumption that ability and human capital are complementary in determining the

log-productivity of a worker. More precisely, in the model, the work experience a�ects

earnings in two ways. First, it increases a worker's log-productivity: workers learn more on

the job and therefore become more productive as they accumulate x. The complementarity

between ability and human capital implies that high ability workers have a higher log-

productivity increase with work experience. Note that by assumption, the fraction of workers

that are high ability increases with their schooling level. As a consequence, the model predicts

that more educated workers have higher returns to experience.

The second way that work experience a�ects earnings is through a signaling e�ect. As

described in the model, high ability workers are more likely to be employed in the course

of their careers. As a consequence, the probability that a worker is high ability increases

with his past employment periods. The complementarity between ability and human capital
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also implies that high ability workers have higher returns to schooling. Consequently, the

model predicts that workers with high levels of work experience also have higher returns

to schooling. To sum up, both human capital and signaling mechanisms imply that the

interaction between schooling and work experience have a positive e�ect on log-earnings.

Proposition 4: Under the assumptions of the above model,

∂2 lnW ∗it
∂u∂s < 0 for any s, x and u.

The proof of the proposition is also presented in the appendix of the paper, but the intuition

is similar to the one just described. In the model, low ability workers are more likely to be

unemployed throughout their careers. These workers are more likely to draw bad signals and

therefore more likely to reject low wage o�ers. As a consequence, the fraction of workers

that are low ability increases with u. Note that due to the complementarity between ability

and human capital, low ability workers have lower returns to schooling. Consequently, the

model predicts that educated workers are those who su�er the most when they have their low

ability type revealed with unemployment. Put di�erently, the interaction between schooling

and past unemployment periods have a negative e�ect on log-earnings.

1.4.3 Some Extensions

In this subsection I discuss the general intuition of two possible extensions of the basic model

presented so far.
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Unemployment and Out of the Labor Force

A simplifying assumption used so far is that there are only two possible employment status:

working and not working. However, in the empirical part of the paper I also distinguish the

impact of unemployment and out-of the labor force periods on earnings. In fact, I �nd that:

i) unemployment periods have a higher negative impact on earnings than out-of-the labor

force periods; and ii) there is no signi�cant di�erence across educational levels in terms of

wage losses after OLF periods. A natural question is: how can one incorporate the distinction

between unemployment and OLF into the model?

Note that in the model, non-working periods can be explained by a fraction δ of individuals

that are unable to work due to exogenous reasons or by individuals that did not work after

receiving a bad signal. As described before, �rms cannot distinguish between these two types

of career interruptions when making future wage o�ers. A simple way to incorporate OLF

periods to the model is to assume that �rms can identify a share of non-working periods

caused by the exogenous reasons. For example, one can think that workers who were moving

due to family reasons can demonstrate to potential employers that they did not work in a

period because they were moving. As a consequence, an individual's work history would be

also be characterized by the accumulation of non-working periods which are uncorrelated to

worker's ability.

Schooling choices

In this paper employment and wage decisions happen after an individual leaves school.

Nevertheless, I could also assume that workers have some knowledge of their own innate

abilities and make schooling choices at the beginning of their career. In this case, schooling
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would also be an endogenous variable of the model. A simple way to introduce schooling

decisions is to assume that individuals make education choices in period zero in order to

maximize their expected life time earnings, de�ned by the value function (1.11) in period

zero. Even if costs of getting more education do not vary with ability, we would expect

that high ability individual are more likely to achieve higher levels of education because

these workers have higher returns to schooling. In this case, ability and schooling would be

positively related, such as presented in the model.

1.5 Conclusion

In this paper I extensively examined whether educated workers have a higher or lower wage

increase throughout their careers. Di�erent from past work, I accounted for the fact that

workers spend a signi�cant amount of time not employed throughout their careers. This

distinction is important because, as demonstrated above, the potential experience typically

used in previous literature confounds the impact of two distinct events on the earnings: actual

experience and past non-working periods. Not surprisingly, I found that these two events

have di�erent e�ects on wages across educational groups. I found that educated workers have

a higher wage increase with experience but su�er a greater wage loss after unemployment

periods. These results are robust to di�erent speci�cations of the earnings equation, timing

of the unemployment spells, and estimation methods.

In addition, I proposed a model that can rationalize the novel empirical results of this paper.

In the model, the productivity of a worker is de�ned by his observed human capital and

his unobserved ability. Firms update their predictions that a worker is high ability as new

information becomes available throughout a worker's career. The innovation of the model
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is that �rms can use past employment and unemployment periods in their assessment of a

worker's ability. Under the assumption that human capital and ability are complementary

in the determination of a worker's productivity, the model predicts that educated workers

have a higher wage increase with work experience but su�er a greater wage loss after career

interruptions.

1.6 Theory Appendix

1.6.1 Derivation of µ∗(x, u) and µ̃

In the model, �rms use Bayesian rule to update their beliefs that a worker is high type based

on the past employment history and schooling. For this reason we have that equilibrium

belief that a worker is high type given this information is de�ned as:

P(θH |X = x, U = u, s) = P(X=x,U=u|θH ,s)P(θi=θH |s)
P(X=x,U=u|θH ,s)P(θi=θH |s)+P(X=x,U=u|s,θL)P(θi=θL|s)

Substituting the work history probabilities presented in equations 1.13 and 1.14 and using

the prior ps that a worker is high type, one gets the equilibrium belief that a worker is high

type given his work history and schooling level:

µ∗(x, u) =
(x+ux )(1−δ)xδups

(x+ux )(1−δ)xδups+(x+ux )(γL(1−δ))x(1−γL(1−δ))u)(1−ps)

dividing both the numerator and denominator by
(
x+u
x

)
(1− δ)x, I obtain the expression for

the equilibrium presented in equation 1.15.

Based on this expression, it easy to see that the lowest possible belief that a worker is

high type in a separating equilibrium is de�ned by workers that were unemployed during T
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periods and has zero schooling. Substituting these work history (s = 0, x = 0 and u = T )

in equation 1.15, I obtain an expression for µ̃:

µ̃ = δT p0
δT p0+(1−γL(1−δ))T (1−p0)

1.6.2 Proof of Preposition 3 and 4

The derivations of proposition 3 and 4 come directly from the wage equation presented in

equation 1.16. Let's de�ne µ∗u as the derivative of the equilibrium belief with respect to u, µ∗x

is the derivative with respect to x, and µ∗s is the derivative with respect to s. From equation

1.15 and assumptions of the model, it is easy to show that µ∗x > 0and µ∗s > 0 and µ∗u < 0 for

every x, s, and u. In other words, the belief that a high type worker is strictly increasing

with schooling level and past work experience and strictly decreasing with unemployment.

Using the expressions above and after some tedious algebra, one can show that:

∂ lnWit

∂s∂x = expg(x,s)(θH+θL)(θH−θL)
W 2
it

{µ∗xgs + µ∗sgx + gsgx(θH − θL)µ∗(1− µ∗)}

gx is the derivative of the human capital function with respect to x and gs is the derivative

of the human capital function with respect to s. Note that by assumption of the model, the

human capital function is strictly increasing schooling and experience, so that gs > 0 and

gx > 0. Therefore, one can conclude that ∂ lnWit

∂s∂x
> 0 for every x, u, and s. Note also that

the human capital e�ect of experience on earnings is represented by the term µ∗sgx and the

signaling e�ect of experience on earnings is given by the term µ∗xgs.

In the same way, one can show that:

∂ lnWit

∂s∂u = expg(x,s)(θH+θL)(θH−θL)
W 2
it

µ∗ugs
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As by assumption we have that gs > 0 as it is easy to show from equation 1.15 that µ∗u(x, u) <

0, we can conclude that ∂ lnWit

∂s∂u
< 0 for every x, u, and s. The term µ∗ugs identi�es that

educated workers su�er the most when their low ability type is revealed.
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Table 1.1: Literature Review

Study Data
Dependent

Variable

Experience

Speci�ca-

tion

Sample Main Findings

Mincer

(1974)

U.S. Census,

1960

Log Annual

Earnings36
Age-Schooling-6

White, non-farm,

non student men up

to age 65.

�Experience pro�les of log earnings are much more

nearly parallel.�

Faber and

Gibbons

(1996)

NLSY

1979-1991

Hourly Wage

(level)

Time since

long-term

transition to the

labor force

Males and females

after long-term

transition to the

labor force.

�The estimated e�ect of schooling on the level of

wages is independent of labor-market experience.�

Altonji and

Pierret

(2001)

NLSY

1979-1992

Log Hourly

Wage

Age-Schooling-

637

White or black males

with eight or more

years of education.

�Wage coe�cients on the variables that �rms cannot

observe and a�ect workers' productivity rise with

experience while the coe�cient on education falls.�

Lemieux

(2006)

CPS

1979�1981,

1989�1991,

and 1999�2001

Log Hourly

Wage
Age-Schooling-6

Men age 16 to 64

with 0 to 40 years of

potential experience.

For 1979-1981 the experience pro�les are parallel; For

1989-1991 and 1999-2001 the college-high school

wage gap declines as a function of experience.

Heckman et

al. (2006)

U.S. Census,

1940-1990

Log Annual

Earnings
Age-Schooling-6

White and black

males.

�The estimated pro�les for white males from the

1940�1970 Censuses generally support the parallelism

by experience patterns. Log earnings�experience

pro�les for the 1980�1990 Censuses show convergence

for both white and black males.�

38Mincer only �nds insigni�cant e�ects of the interaction between schooling and experience when controlling for weeks worked in
the past year.

39In Panel 2 of Table 1, the authors present their results using actual experience instrumented by potential experience. I discuss
the validity of this approach in section 3.2.4.



Table 1.2: Work History Variables

Variable De�nition

Potential Experience Age - Schooling - 6

Time since leaving school Weeks since leaving school /52

Work Experience Weeks worked since leaving school /52

Cumulative Years OLF Weeks OLF since leaving school /52

Cumulative Years Unemployed Weeks Unemployed since leaving school /52

Cumulative Years in Military Services Weeks in the Military Services since leaving school /52
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Table 1.3: Descriptive Statistics
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Note: See Table 1.2 for de�nitions of the work history variables.
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Table 1.4: The E�ect of Schooling, Experience, and Career Interruptions on Earnings

����������	��
�	���������

�����������	
�	�����������	����
���	��

����������	������	
��

���� (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
�������� ����� ���� ���! ���!" ���##
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Note: AFQT is normalized to have a standard deviation of 1. Di�erence in the number of observa-

tions between models (3) , (4) and (5) is due to 526 observations of individuals with missing tenure

and 1,545 observations of individuals with missing AFQT information.
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Table 1.5: The E�ect of Schooling, Experience, and Career Interruptions on Earnings, Other
Demographic Groups
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Table 1.6: The E�ect of Schooling, Experience, and Career Interruptions on Earnings -
Leaving School Year as First Year a Responded Left School
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��..���

Note: Di�erent from the other results, in this table I de�ne year of leaving school as the �rst year

a responded has left school. See section 1.3.1 for details. AFQT is normalized to have a standard

deviation of 1. Di�erence in the number of observations between models (1), (2) and (3) is due

to 602 observations of individuals with missing tenure and 1,696 observations of individuals with

missing AFQT information.
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Table 1.7: The E�ect of Unemployment and Schooling on Earnings by Timing of Unemploy-
ment
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Note: The sample is restricted to observations 5 years after an individual's leaving school.
Weeks spent in each labor status are constructed using annual aggregation of the week-by-
week records.
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Table 1.8: The E�ect of Schooling, Experience, and Career Interruptions on Earnings, Indi-
vidual Fixed E�ect
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Note: AFQT is normalized to have a standard deviation of 1. Di�erence in the number of observa-

tions between models (1) , (2) and (3) is due to 526 observations of individuals with missing tenure

and 1,545 observations of individuals with missing AFQT information.
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Figure 1.1: Employment Attachment over the Life-Cycle - High School Graduates
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Note: Sample is restricted to observations after an individual left school. Weeks spent in
each labor status are constructed using year aggregation of the week-by-week records.
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Figure 1.2: Employment Attachment over the Life-Cycle - BA or More Graduates
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Note: Sample is restricted to observations after an individual left school. Weeks spent in
each labor status are constructed using year aggregation of the week-by-week records.
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Figure 1.3: Earnings Coe�cient on Schooling by Work Experience Groups
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Note: Each circle represents the e�ect of schooling estimated by linear least squares within
each of the 5 Work Experience groups. The controls used in the regressions are the same
as those presented in column (2) of table 1.4. Con�dence intervals are calculated using
White/Huber heteroscedasticity standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Figure 1.4: Earnings Coe�cient on Schooling by Cumulative Years Unemployment Groups
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Note: Each circle represents the e�ect of schooling estimated by linear least squares within
each of the 5 Cumulative Years Unemployed groups. The controls used in the regressions are
the same as those presented in column (2) of table 1.4.Con�dence intervals are calculated
using White/Huber heteroscedasticity standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Figure 1.5: Earnings Coe�cient on Schooling by Cumulative Years OLF Groups
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Note: Each circle represents the e�ect of schooling estimated by linear least squares within
each of the 5 Cumulative Years OLF groups. The controls used in the regressions are the
same as those presented in column (2) of table 1.4. Con�dence intervals are calculated using
White/Huber heteroscedasticity standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Figure 1.6: Log Earnings - Work Experience Pro�le
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Note: The lines plot the predicted values from a locally weighted regression of log hourly
earnings on work experience using a 0.5 bandwidth by each educational group. See section
1.3.2 for details.
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Figure 1.7: Log Earnings - Cumulative Years Unemployed Pro�le
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Note: The lines plot the predicted values from a locally weighted regression of log hourly
earnings on cumulative years unemployed using a 0.25 bandwidth by each educational group.
See section 1.3.2 for details.
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Figure 1.8: Log Earnings - Cumulative Years OLF Pro�le
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Note: The lines plot the predicted values from a locally weighted regression of log hourly
earnings on cumulative year OLF using a 0.25 bandwidth by each educational group. See
section 1.3.2 for details.
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Figure 1.9: The E�ect of Unemployment on Earnings by Timing of Unemployment
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Note: Each bar represents the e�ect of weeks unemployed in each of the past 5 years condi-
tional on weeks unemployment in the other 4 years. The model is estimated by linear least
squares. The controls used are OLF periods, cubic polynomial of work experience, cumu-
lative years military service; uncounted years, and years dummies. Con�dence intervals are
calculated using White/Huber heteroscedasticity standard errors cluster at the individual
level. See section 1.3.2 for details.
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Figure 1.10: The E�ect of OLF on Earnings by Timing of OLF periods
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Note: Each bar represents the e�ect of weeks OLF in each of the past 5 years conditional on
weeks OLF in the other 4 years. The model is estimated by linear least squares. The controls
used are unemployment periods, cubic polynomial of work experience, cumulative years
military service; uncounted years; and years dummies. Con�dence intervals are calculated
using White/Huber heteroscedasticity standard errors cluster at the individual level. See
section 1.3.2 for details.
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Figure 1.11: High Type Belief
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CHAPTER II

Employer Learning, Statistical Discrimination and

University Prestige40

2.1 Introduction

Labor markets are characterized by incomplete information on workers' productivity (Spence,

1973). There are some characteristics of workers, such as labor market ability, that are

important for performance on the job but are not easily observable by employers. In this

context, �rms often have to make judgments on workers' unobservable quality on the basis

of the available information. Within this framework, statistical discrimination is de�ned as

employers using group identity of workers to infer their unobservable quality.

The most traditional group identity studied in the statistical discrimination context is race

(Phelps (1972) and Aigner and Cain (1977)). In this literature, the racial wage gap is justi�ed

not because employers are prejudiced against a particular race but because they use race

identity to predict the unobservable quality of workers. More recently, evidence was found

that �rms use schooling (Farber and Gibbons (1996), Altonji and Pierret (2001) and Lange

40This chapter was written with Paola Bordon.
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(2007)) or information on lay-o�s (Gibbons and Katz (1991) and Hu and Taber (2011)) to

statistically discriminate workers.

In this paper we study a new dimension of statistical discrimination: we investigate if �rms

use the prestige of the university attended by a worker to predict his or her unobservable

labor market quality. We believe that college prestige satis�es the typical features of group

identity that might be used for statistical discrimination for two main reasons. First, this

information is easily accessible to �rms: workers use the university name in their resumes and

prestigious universities are widely recognized in the labor market. Second, there is evidence

that more talented individuals attend more prestigious universities (Hoxby (1998) and Dale

and Krueger (2002)). Overall, elite universities have a very competitive application process

and tend to select higher quality candidates.41 Within this framework, it is natural to believe

that �rms use university prestige in order to infer the unobservable labor market quality of

workers.

In order to test if employers use university prestige as a signal of workers' unobservable

quality, we rely on the statistical discrimination and employer learning (EL-SD) literature

(Altonji and Pierret (2001)).42 The underlying assumption is that the imperfect informa-

tion about a worker's quality tends to disappear with time. At the early stages, �rms assess

workers on the basis of easily observable variables that are correlated with their unobservable

quality. As a worker gains experience in the labor market, employers weigh these charac-

teristic with other information that becomes available, such as references and on-the-job

performance. If employers use a characteristic to statistically discriminate a worker in the

41As it will become clear later, the underlying assumption is that universities are better at screening
candidates than �rms.

42Other important papers in this literature include Lange (2007), Schönberg (2007), Arcidiacono et al.
(2010), and Mansour (2012).
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early stage of his career, this information should become less important for earnings as a

worker reveals his true productivity with time.

This paper uses data from Futuro Laboral of the Chilean Ministry of Education. This data

satis�es the purpose of the paper for several reasons: �rst, it follows di�erent cohorts of

college graduate workers from Chile in their �rst years in the labor market, the period

in which most of the employer learning happens (Lange (2007)). Second, the data presents

information on labor market outcomes such as earnings from administrative data and we can

identify workers that graduate from elite universities. Finally, the data contains information

on the scores of the centralized admission test to universities in Chile. As it will be clear later,

this information will be used to construct the running variable in the regression discontinuity

test we suggest.43

We take advantage of the centralized admission process to college in Chile to propose a sta-

tistical discrimination test based on regression discontinuity design (RD). Using information

on the admission test scores we are able to identify workers who were just above or just

below the admission thresholds to the two most prestigious universities in Chile. We suggest

an EL-SD test that compares the earnings' dynamics between these two group of workers

as they gain experience in the labor market. The test predicts that if �rms use university

prestige to statistic discriminate workers: i) individuals barely admitted to the most selective

universities in Chile should be paid substantially more than those barely rejected when they

graduate from college; ii) the wage di�erential between these two group of workers should

43Kaufmann et al. (2012) and Hastings et al. (2013) are two recent papers that have also explored the
regression discontinuities generated by the centralized admission process to universities in Chile. Kaufmann
et al. (2012) looks at e�ect of graduating from a elite university on marriage outcomes and Hastings et al.
(2013) studies labor market returns to college admission. None of these papers explore how the selective
university wage premium changes throughout a worker's career, that is the main object of interest of this
paper.
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shrink as individuals progress in their career.

The idea for the test is similar to the one presented by Altonji and Pierret (2001). Employers

do not observe admission test scores but they know that prestigious universities admit on av-

erage better candidates. If employers use the selectivity of a university as a signal of worker's

inherent ability, individuals just above the admission cuto� must be better paid then those

just below the admission cuto�. Nevertheless, the EL-SD model proposes that employers

learn a worker's unobservable quality with time. In consequence, the signal associated with

graduating from a prestigious university should become less important for earnings and the

wage di�erential between workers similar pre-college characteristics should shrink with time.

We �nd evidence for statistical discrimination on the basis of university prestige. We estimate

that workers just above the admission cuto� to the two most prestigious universities in Chile

earn on average 12% more than those just below the cuto� in the �rst year after graduation.

However, this wage premium tend to decrease by 2 percentage points by year of experience in

the labor market, to the point that we cannot reject a zero earnings di�erential between these

two groups of workers 4 years after their graduation. We also take into consideration the

fuzziness of the the regression discontinuity design, meaning that not all students admitted

to a prestigious university in Chile attend such university, to estimate the local average e�ect

of graduating from a prestigious university on earnings. We estimate a 19% wage premium

for recent graduates of the two most prestigious university in Chile. However, this wage

premium decreases by 3 percentage points per year of experience.

Based on these �ndings, this paper contributes to di�erent dimensions of the existing litera-

ture. First, this paper is a contribution to the EL-SD literature because we study statistical

discrimination on the basis of a di�erent group identity. While there is an extensive literature

that analyzes the use of race, gender, and schooling, we are one of the �rst papers to study
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whether �rms use prestige of college to statistically discriminate workers.44 Furthermore, to

the best of our knowledge, our paper is the �rst to propose an employer learning-statistical

discrimination test based on a regression discontinuity design. We present issues with the

traditional test proposed by Altonji and Pierret (2001) if employers statistically discriminate

workers on the basis of characteristics that are not present in the data and are correlated

with graduating from a prestigious university, such as family social-economic background.

We also demonstrate that the regression discontinuity test we propose is robust to such bias.

Second, we contribute to the literature which studies the e�ect of graduating from an elite

university on labor market outcomes. There is an extensive series of papers that estimate the

returns to graduating from a selective university on earnings (Brewer et al. (1999), Hoxby

(1998), Dale and Krueger (2002), and Black and Smith (2006)), including papers that have

used a regression discontinuity design (Saavedra (2008) and Hoekstra (2009)). The overall

�nding is that there is a positive e�ect of graduating from a prestigious college on earnings.45

While there is big e�ort in the literature to overcome the selection bias associated to attending

a prestigious university, little attention has been given to the mechanisms that generate the

college selectivity wage premium.46

Di�erent from past work, in this paper we shed some light on the reasons for why workers

44To the best of our knowledge, Lang and Siniver (2011) and Hershbein (2013) are the two other papers
that have addressed this issue. Lang and Sniver have a similar approach to estimate how returns to attending
a elite university in Israel changes with labor market experience. However, the authors are unable to properly
exploit the regression discontinuity in the college admission.

45The only exception is Dale and Krueger (2002) who �nd no wage premium from attending a selective
college. It is interesting to note that the authors estimates the wage premium approximately 15-19 years after
a worker's graduation from college. The zero e�ects for individuals with similar pre-college characteristics
later in advanced age does not contradict the empirical �ndings of this paper.

46Pop-Eleches and Urquiola (2013) is one of the few papers that have discussed the bene�ts from attending
a higher quality school. Their paper address the behavior e�ect of students, parents and teachers in response
to a student admission to better secondary school. Nevertheless, the paper has little to say about the impact
of attending a higher quality school on labor market outcomes.
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from prestigious universities receive higher wages after graduation. On one hand, attend-

ing a selective university could be associated with receiving better instruction and having

more accomplished peers. In this context, prestigious universities have an advantage of in-

creasing a worker's productivity in comparison to less prestigious universities. On the other

hand, the main e�ect of attending a selective university might be to signal to employers an

unobservable inherent ability of a worker. In this context, the extra value added from a

selective college education might not be signi�cantly higher than that from a less prestigious

university. Using the regression discontinuity test we propose we are able to disentangle the

signaling e�ects form the value added e�ect of graduating from a prestigious university. Our

�nding of a rapid decrease in the elite college premium for workers with similar pre-university

characteristics is evidence that signaling mechanisms are stronger than productivity mecha-

nisms. In particular, the fact that we cannot reject a wage di�erential between workers just

above and below the admission cuto� after 4 years in the labor market suggests that the

value added from the two most prestigious university in Chile is not signi�cantly di�erent

from the less prestigious schools.

2.2 Institutional Framework

Higher education in Chile comprises three types of institutions: Universities, Professional

Institutes (IPs), and Technical Formation Centers (CFTs). Universities provide the highest

degree of learning, combining teaching, research and outreach activities; they teach accred-

ited degree programs (2.5 to 4 years) and award academic degrees (5 to 7 years). Professional

Institutes are in charge of granting professional degrees other than those awarded by univer-

sities, and they are also authorized to grant higher education technical degrees in areas where
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this is required. Technical Formation Centers are intended to equip higher level technicians

with the competencies and skills needed to respond to the needs of industry in the public

and private sectors.

Universities can be divided into two main categories: traditional and non-traditional institu-

tions. Traditional institutions comprise the oldest and most prestigious universities created

before 1981, and those institutions that derived from the old universities (created after

1980). Traditional establishments consist of 25 fully autonomous universities coordinated

by the Council of Chancellors of Chilean Universities (CRUCH) and are eligible to obtain

partial funding from the state. They employ a single admission process: the University Se-

lection Test (PAA)47. This test is made up of three compulsory sub-tests including language,

mathematics, and history and geography of Chile. Additionally, depending on which pro-

grams they are planning to apply to, students may be required to take the following speci�c

PAA tests: advanced mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and history.

The time-line of the admission process into traditional universities happens as described in

�gure 2.12. First, students take the PAA test and after receiving their score they make their

application choices. Students apply to a major and university (or program) simultaneously

and can only apply to 8 programs, ranking them up by preferences. The only criterion used

for admission in the traditional universities is the score in the PAA. This �nal admission

scores consists of a weighted average of the compulsory and major speci�c tests and high

school GPA, with each program setting its speci�c PAA weights.48 The number of vacancies

for each program is announced before the application process and programs �ll their vacancies

47In 2004 the university selection test was modi�ed and it is now called PSU.
48For example, engineering in a prestigious university requires 20% of mathematics, 10% of language, 10%

of history, 20% high school GPA, 30% speci�cs mathematics, and 10% physics. The �nal score to the same
major in a di�erent university might requires di�erent weights.
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solely based on the �nal weighted scores. The admission score cuto� is de�ned by the score of

the last student admitted into a program and it is not known before the application decisions

and therefore students cannot manipulate which side of the cuto� on they fall on.49

Non-traditional universities were created after 1981, have no state �nancial support and

might not necessarily use the PAA score to select their incoming students. Nevertheless,

the anecdotal evidence is that the majority of students willing to attend higher education in

Chile take the PAA at the end of high school independent of the university they are planning

to attend. The test is relatively inexpensive and administrated throughout the country.

All higher education institutions charge tuition and fees. However, for those students en-

rolled in one of the traditional universities, solidarity credits and scholarships are available.

Competition in these markets, particularly for undergraduates, is often geographically cir-

cumscribed to local and regional markets, and it can be more or less intense depending on

the institution. As of 2001, the Chilean higher education system consisted of 60 universities

(25 traditional universities and 35 new private universities without direct public subsidy),

42 professional institutes (all of them private), and 117 private technical formation centers.

The increasing enrollment in higher education has led to an increasing number of graduates

in the last two decades. In 1995, 24,400 graduates entered the labor market, whereas in

2000 around 42,000 graduates did, and in 2005, 71,170 new graduates were entering the

job market. This means than in ten years the number of graduates has almost tripled.

Traditional universities have more than doubled the number of graduates they produce, but

private universities have increased by 6.7 times their number of graduates.

49Students could use the admission score cuto� of previous years as a reference. Given the variation of the
admission cuto� overtime and the possibility to apply to 8 di�erent programs, we believe that students with
marginal scores to be admitted in prestigious university tend to to apply to these competitive programs.
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2.3 Data

The data to be used in the study comes from Futuro Laboral, a project of the Ministry of

Education of Chile that follows individuals over the �rst years of labor market experience

after graduating from higher education programs. The panel data set matches tax returns

with transcripts of students' majors and the institutions they graduated from. The unit of

analysis concerns only those who graduate from both traditional and non-traditional univer-

sities; those who have stopped studying or did not continue their studies after graduating

from high school are not in the sample. Income information is available between the years

1996 and 2005. We have data for the 1995, 1998, 2000 and 2001 graduating classes.50

The information provided by the Internal Revenue Service (SII) comprises age, sex, name

of the institution that individuals graduated from, major, the year of graduation, annual

income reported in tax returns, city or cities of employment, number of employers and

economic sector. The raw data contains every worker in Chile that had positive earnings

between 1996 and 2005, even those who exempt from tax.51 52 For a random sub-sample, the

Ministry of Education gathers information about the PAA score, high school grades and the

institutions students graduated from high school. As the PAA scores have an important role

in both the traditional EL-SD and regression discontinuity analysis, we restrict our study to

this sub-sample.

50Note that the cohorts are observed for di�erent length of time. For example, while we observe 10 years
of labor market experience for the 1995 graduation class, we only 4 years of labor market experience for the
2001. Unfortunately, the project was deactivated and the income data for more recent years was not not
collected.

51Note that in Chile, married couples must �ll their taxes separately.
52A concern is that part of the individual from prestigious universities might go to graduate school after

�nishing their baccalaureate studies and therefore would be omitted in the earnings sample. However, the
fraction of workers that go to graduate school in Chile is very low. Using data from the National Socioeco-
nomic Characterization Survey in the year 2000, we �nd that only 0.65% of 25-34 years old individuals with
a bachelor degree were enrolled in graduate school or had obtained a graduate degree.
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The wage measured in the sample is the annual income that comes from jobs and services

provided by the individual.53 We use consumer price index (IPC) as a de�ator to compute

real wages. The experience variable is computed as the number of years an individual has

income and has paid taxes after graduation. The �nal sample consists of 58,477 individuals

and 322,688 observations.

We divide universities into two groups: selective and non-selective universities. The selec-

tive universities comprises two of the oldest and most prestigious universities in the country.

These schools attract students with the highest PAA scores and therefore are the most selec-

tive schools in the country. The programs of these two universities have also been consistently

ranked among the highest in Chile and their prestige is well recognized nationwide.54 See

Table 2.9 for descriptive statistics regarding these two groups. As expected, selective univer-

sities have on average higher scores in Math and Language components of the PAA tests, and

their students have higher high school grades. We also see that 11% of selective universities

students went to a private high school, compared to 7% from non-selective universities. We

also plot in the distribution of language and math PAA scores for college graduates from

selective and non-selective universities on �gures 2.13 and 2.14 respectively. One can see

from the �gures that the language and math scores of graduates from selective universities

are concentrated at the higher end of the distribution. Finally, we show in Table 2.10 that

workers from the two selective universities have on average higher earnings than those from

the less prestigious schools.

53We do not have information on weeks or hours worked in the sample and for this reason we cannot
explore how much of the annual income increase is due to changes in hours or week of work. Nevertheless,
workers with a bachelor degree in Chile present both a high employment attachment and the majority work
full time. Using the National Socioeconomic Characterization Survey in the year 2000, we �nd that 86.7%
of 25-34 years old individuals with a bachelor degree work are employed in the period of the interview and
from those, 88% work more than 35 hours per week.

54Due to a con�dentiality agreement with the Ministry of Education, we cannot provide the name of these
two institutions.
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2.4 Regression Discontinuity Test

In order to provide evidence for statistical discrimination based on college prestige, we use

a regression discontinuity (RD) design. The basic idea is to compare how the earnings of

those just above and just below the cuto� for admission to the most selective universities

in Chile change as workers accumulate experience in the labor market. The identi�cation

assumption is that other factors that could a�ect earnings are continuous at the admission

cuto� and students have limited power to manipulate on which side of the admission cuto�s

they might fall.55 Furthermore, we assume that employer do not have access to the test

scores that a prestigious university uses in their admission process.

2.4.1 Employer Learning Statistical Discrimination Model

The standard employer learning model speci�es the log-productivity of a college graduate

worker i with experience level t:

yit = rsi + α1qi + λzi + ηi +H(t) (2.17)

where si captures information that is available to both employers and researchers. In this

paper, si is de�ned as an indicator if a worker graduated from a prestigious university or

not. The variable qi describes information available to employers and not present in the data,

such as family social economic background, zi is a characteristic present in the data but not

available to employers and ηi is a measure of a worker's inherent ability that is not available

55Students can retake the test next year, but they cannot retake the test after they got their results the
same year, which decreases the probability of manipulation.
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in the data or to employers. Finally, H(t) describes the relation between log-productivity

and experience and does not depend on the other variables of the model.

In the absence of information on zi and qi, employers form expectations based on other

observed characteristics of workers. Altonji and Pierret (2001) assume that these conditional

expectations are linear on s and q:56

z = E[z|s, q] + v = γ1qi + γ2s+ v

η = E[η|s, q] + e = α2s+ e

where v and e are scalar with mean zero and uncorrelated with s and q by construction.

Under this assumption, one can characterize the expected value of y given information on s

and q:

E[y|s, q] = (r + λγ2 + α2)s+ (α1 + λγ1)q +H(t)

In the traditional EL- SD model, employers have access to a noisy measure of a worker's

productivity after each period that an individual spend in the labor market:

ỹiτ = yit + εiτ

where the noise εt is independent of all the variables of the model. As in Altonji and Pierret

(2001), employers share equal information about workers, labor markets are competitive and

there is a spot market for labor services. As a consequence, wages are equal to the expected

productivity of a worker, giver the information available to employers at each period.

56A normalization allows suppressing q in the second expectation.
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Wit = E[exp(yit)|s, q, ỹi0, ..., ỹit−1]

Lange (2007) assumes that εt is independently, identically and normally distributed with a

�nite variance. Under this assumption, the process of updating the expectations of employers

have a very simple structure an the log-wage process can be represent by:

wit = (1− θt)E[y|s, q] + θt
1

t

t−1∑
τ=0

ỹτ + H̃(t) (2.18)

where H̃(t) is a linear transformation of H(t) and θt is a function of the variances of and

εiτ , s and q . Furthermore θ0 = 0 and θt strictly increases with t converging to 1 as t goes

to in�nite.57 This expression demonstrates that as a worker progress in his career, employer

weight less their initial believe on a worker's productivity based on s and q, and weight more

the new information that becomes available during a worker's career.

Traditional EL-SD Test

The object of interest in the traditional employer learning model is the linear projection of

the log-wage wit on s, z and t.

E∗[wit|s, z, x] = bsxs+ bzxz + H̃(t)

Without lost of generality, one can de�ne the the projections of the unobservable variables

(q, η) on the observable variables (s, z):

q = γ3s+ γ4z + u1

57See Lange (2007) for the formal derivations of these parameters.
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η = γ5s+ γ6z + u2

Using the independence of εiτ to all the variables of the model, Lange (2007) show that the

coe�cients of the projections:

bst = (1− θt)bs0 + θtbs∞ (2.19)

bzt = (1− θt)bz0 + θtbz∞ (2.20)

where, as discuss before, θ0 = 0 and limt→∞ θt = 1. The traditional EL-SD test consists in

estimating how bst and bzt change with experience level t. Indeed, Altonji and Pierret (2001)

propose that if �rms statistically discriminate workers on the basis of s and if z is positively

related to s, one should observe that bst falls with t and bzt should rise with t.

Furthermore, under the assumptions above Lange (2007) shows that:

bs0 = r︸︷︷︸
A

+α1γ3︸︷︷︸
B

+α2 + λ(γ2 + γ1γ3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

(2.21)

bz0 = (α1 + λγ1)γ4︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

(2.22)

where the coe�cient bs0 represents the relation between graduating from a prestigious uni-

versity and wages in the beginning of a workers career. The �rst term A captures the direct

e�ect of attending a prestigious university on productivity. The second term B represents

the direct impact of q on wages and the fact that q is not present in the data but it is cor-

related to s. This can be interpreted as the traditional omitted variable problem associated
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with estimating the returns to graduating from a prestigious university (Dale and Krueger

(2002)). It captures the relation between any variable that a�ects wages, is correlated to

graduating from a prestigious university and it is not present in the data. Finally, the term C

re�ects the fact that employers do not observe η and z in the beginning of a worker's career,

but are aware of their relation with s. Therefore, employer use s as a signal of unobservable

components of a worker's productivity. In the same way, the relation between z and the log

wages of a worker in the beginning of his career is given by the coe�cient bz0. As employers

do not observe z, this coe�cient only captures the fact that we are omitting q from the linear

prediction and that z and q are correlated.

bs∞ = r︸︷︷︸
E

+α1γ3 + γ5︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

(2.23)

bz∞ = λ︸︷︷︸
G

+α1γ4 + γ6︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

(2.24)

The coe�cients bs∞and bz∞ represent the relation between s and z respectively with wages

as t → ∞ and θt → 1. As before, E represents the direct e�ect of graduating from a

prestigious university on wages. The coe�cient F captures the fact that η and q have an

impact on long-run wages, are related to s but they are omitted in the linear prediction

because they are not observed in the data. Note that F is di�erent from the term B because

�rms only learn η with time. In the same way, the term G captures the direct impact of z

on productivity and H captures the correlation of z to the omitted variables η and q.

One important issue that has been omitted from the employer learning literature (Altonji

and Pierret (2001) and Lange (2007)) is how the correlation between s and the unobservable
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factor q can a�ect the conclusions of statistical discrimination test. This issue arises if

�rms statistically discriminate workers on the basis of variables that are not observed in the

data, such as family social economic background, that are correlated to graduating from

prestigious university. In this situation, the traditional employer learning test might suggest

that employers statistically discriminate a worker on the basis of university prestige, when in

fact �rms might be using family social economic status as a signal of a worker's unobservable

characteristics.

In order to give some perspective of the issue, we analyze the extreme case where s is not

correlated to η and z (α2 = 0, γ2 = 0 and γ5 = 0). In this situation, employers should

not use s as a signal of a worker's unobservable characteristics, and therefore, workers are

not statically discriminated on the basis of university prestige. Furthermore, assuming that

q is correlated with η and z (γ4 6= 0), and therefore q is used by employer to statistically

discriminate workers. Under this assumption, the traditional employer learning test would

suggest that �rms statistically discriminate workers on the basis of university prestige because

bs∞ < bs0 and bz∞ > bz0. Note, however that this conclusion is being driven by the correlation

of s and q, and the fact that employers use q to predict z, which is capture by the term λγ1γ3

in equation (2.22).

Regression Discontinuity EL-SD Test

The object of interest of the EL-SD test we propose is how the di�erence between average

log-wages of individuals just above and just below the admission cuto� to a prestigious uni-

versity changes with experience. Precisely, we de�ne Dist.Cutoffi as the distance between a

student's test score and the admission threshold of a prestigious university. For simplicity, we

assume that all students admitted to a prestigious university graduate from this university,
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such that si = 1 if Dist.Cutoffi ≥ 0 and si = 0 otherwise.58

The parameter of interest in the paper is:

τt = lim
Dist.Cutoff↓0

E[wit|Dist.Cutoffi]− lim
Dist.Cutoff↑0

E[wit|Dist.Cutoffi] (2.25)

that represents local average di�erence of log-wages by experience levels at the admission

cuto�. The employer learning statistical discrimination consists in testing if τt decreases

with t.

Note that by de�nition, we have that:

limDist.Cutoff↓0 E[s|Dist.Cutoffi] = 1 and limDist.Cutoff↑0E[s|Dist.Cutoffi] = 0

Furthermore, we assume that the distribution of the other variables of the model {zi, qi, ηi} is

continuous around the admission cut-o�s. In this case, the expected values of these variables

just above and just below the admission cuto� are the same:

limDist.Cutoff↓0 E[X|Dist.Cutoffi] = limDist.Cutoff↑0E[X|Dist.Cutoffi]

for X = q, z, η. Using these two conditions, the assumption that employer do not have access

to Dist.Cutoffi, and the the log-wage process derived in (2.18), one can show that:

τt = (1− θt)(r + λγ2 + α2) + θtr

58As it will be clear later, this assumptions is not con�rmed in the data because some students admitted
to a prestigious university decide to attend a less prestigious university (fuzzy regression discontinuity). For
simplicity, we ignore this possibility here.
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= r︸︷︷︸
I

+(1− θt)(α2 + λγ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
L

) (2.26)

where θt is de�ned in the same way as above. The regression discontinuity e�ect of graduating

from a prestigious university on wages at experience level x is composed by two terms. The

�rst term I represents the direct e�ect of s on the workers productivity. The second term

L represents the fact that employers do not observe η and z and use s as a signal for these

two variables. In other words, if �rms statistically discriminate among workers on the basis

of university prestige, we have that L > 0. However, the signaling term L becomes less

important for earnings as �rms learn about a workers true productivity, τt decreases with t

and converges to r as θt goes to 1.

There are is an important di�erence between the regression discontinuity test we propose

and the traditional employer learning test: the parameter τt does not depend on the relation

between s and q. In other words, the regression discontinuity test is robust to the existence

of characteristics that could be used for statistic discrimination that are related to gradu-

ating from a prestigious university and that are not present in the data. This di�erence is

important because, as discussed above, the traditional EL-SD test might confound statistical

discrimination based on family socioeconomic status and statistical discrimination based on

college prestige since these factors are intrinsically related and we do not observe family

socioeconomic status in the data.

2.4.2 The Admission Process and the RD Design

Our data contains information on the year a student took the PAA test, his or her scores

on each component of the test, the college he or she graduated from and the major. We do
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not observe application decisions and therefore have to make extra assumptions and sample

restrictions to perform the regression discontinuity design. Precisely, we restrict the data to

individuals who graduated with engineering, business, medical and law degrees (competitive

majors) and assume that these workers would prefer to graduate with these majors in a least

prestigious university rather than study a di�erent major in a prestigious university. Under

this assumption, we can interpret that workers just above the admission cuto� (competitive

major at prestigious universities) are those who were accepted to the highest program of their

preference and those below the threshold (competitive major in less prestigious college) are

those who were accepted to the second highest program of their preference. We �nd evidence

that this is a plausible assumption. First, these are the programs with highest admission

cuto�s and therefore should be top choices of applicants. Second, there is a positive wage

di�erential between workers with the competitive majors in less prestigious university and

workers with less competitive major in prestigious university. We interpret this as evidence

that students have incentives to study engineering, business, medical or law degree at a less

prestigious rather than other major in a prestigious university.

Using additional data on the PAA weights used by these programs in the two prestigious

universities we are able to reconstruct the �nal weighted score for all individuals in the

restricted sample.59 As a result, we derive Univ1.Scorei and Univ2.Scorei that represents

the PAA weighted score of individual i at prestigious university 1 and 2 respectively.

Given the possibility that a student can be accepted in two, one or neither of the prestigious

universities, we de�ne the running variable used in the RD as follows:

Dist.Cutoffi = max{Univ1.Scorei − Univ1.Cutoffi, Univ2.Scorei − Univ2.Cutoffi}
59We were only able to obtain PAA weights for years starting in the year 2000. In order to construct �nal

scores for individuals that too the PAA prior to 2000, we assume that programs used the same weights for
previous years. The evidence is that programs do not change weights over time.
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where Univ1.Cutoffi and Univ2.Cutoffj are the admission score cuto�s used by universities

1 and 2 for individual i's major in the year of application to college. Note that individuals

with Dist.Cutoffi slightly greater than zero were barely admitted to at least one of the two

prestigious universities and individuals with slightly lower than zero were barely reject by

both schools.60

In the RD design we will be interested in the following object:

τt =
limDist.Cutoff↓0 E[wit|Dist.Cutoffi]−limDist.Cutoff↑0E[wit|Dist.Cutoffi]
limDist.Cutoff↓0 E[gi|Dist.Cutoffi]−limDist.Cutoff↑0E[gi|Dist.Cutoffi]

where gi is an indicator if worker i graduated from an elite university, t measures years of

experience in the labor market, and wit is the log(wages) after t years of experience. Note

that the parameter τt represents the local average treatment e�ect on earnings after t years

of experience for workers around the admission cuto�s that would enroll in a prestigious

university if they were admitted (intent-to-treat e�ect). 61

The employer learning-statistical discrimination RD test we propose consists of estimating

if τt decreases with t. The test is based on the assumption that the unobserved ability (ηi)

is positively correlated to graduating from a selective university but is continuous around

the admission cuto�. In this framework, assuming that �rms do not observe Dist.Cutoffi,

they will use information on college prestige to predict that workers just above the admission

cuto� have a higher ηi.
62 However, the wage di�erential between those above and below the

60Information on program admission cuto�s were collected at the universities websites (late application
years) and newspapers (early application years). We �nd that 4% of individuals in our restricted sample
with a prestigious university degree have weighted scores lower than the admission cuto�s. This could be
justi�ed by measurement errors in the admission cuto�s and weighs used in the paper or transfers from less
prestigious universities. We drop these individuals from the sample used in the RD analysis.

61For a discussion of the relationship between regression discontinuity design and treatment e�ects, see
Lee and Lemieux (2010)

62Note that in section 4 we also assume that �rms cannot observe Dist.Cutoffi. Furthermore, screening
workers is expensive and �rms learn fast (Lange (2007)), therefore it is not economically attractable to
perform ability tests on recent college graduates.
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cuto� should decline if �rms learn the true distribution of ηi as workers gain experience and

therefore should rely less on college prestige to set wages.

2.4.3 Results

We �rst address the empirical question if the probability of graduating from one of the two

prestigious universities in Chile is discontinuous at the admission cuto�. Note that it is

possible that individuals with a higher score than the admission cuto�s decided to attend

a less prestigious university, which implies that we have a fuzzy regression discontinuity

design. Figure 2.15 shows graphically the discontinuity in the probability of graduating from

a prestigious university at the cuto�. From the �gure, we �nd that the discontinuity in

graduation from a prestigious university is approximately 60 percentage. This means that

around 60% of the individuals with PAA scores just su�ciently high for admission choose

to attend an elite university. Consequently, being just above the admission cuto� causes a

large increase in the probability of graduating from a prestigious university in Chile, which

is a necessary condition for the validity of the RD design.

Next, in �gure 2.16 we present further evidence for the validity of the RD design. The basic

idea is to test if there is a jump at the discontinuity for per-treatment variables that should

not be a�ected by the treatment. Precisely, if being above or below the cut-o� is random,

we should observe a zero treatment e�ect on the probability of being female or graduating

from a private high school (Imbens and Lemieux (2008)). The �gure suggests that there is

no discontinuity of these variables around the cuto�. In fact, from a formal test using the

same speci�cation in columns (1) to (3) of table 2.11 but using female or private high school

indicator as dependent variable, we cannot reject at reasonable levels of signi�cance that
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there are zero e�ects of being above the cut-o� on these per-treatment outcomes.63

In order to present evidence of the e�ects of admission to a selective university on earning,

we plot in �gure 2.17 unconditional means of log annual earnings on the vertical axis and the

distance from the admission cuto� on the horizontal axis for the �rst 4 years of labor market

experience. The open circles represent 16 points local average and the lines represent linear

�ts of the data below and above the admission cuto�. The �gure shows that there is a jump

in earnings in the �rst year of labor market experience for workers who are just above the

cuto�. This discontinuity is consistent with previous literature that �nds a signi�cant e�ect

on earnings for being just above the admission cuto� of recent college graduates (Saavedra

(2008)). However, as workers gain labor market experience, the discontinuity in earnings tend

to decrease to the point that there is no apparent di�erence in terms of earnings between

workers just above and just below the cuto�s four years after graduation. In addition to

that, we observe that workers tend to be paid more in accordance with their weighted score

as they accumulate experience in the market.

Table 2.11 presents further statistical evidence for discontinuity in earnings at the admission

cuto�. In columns (1) to (3) of panel A of the table, we show that workers above the

admission cuto� have on average 6-8% higher earnings than just below the admission cuto�

in their �rst 10 years of labor market experience (varying little with bandwidth). In columns

(4) to (7) we present speci�cation that allows that the return to being approved at a selective

university to change along a worker's career. Under this speci�cation, we estimate a 10%-

14% of wage premium for those above the cuto� in their �rst year of labor market experience,

but this di�erential decreases by 1.5 to 2.7 percentage points per year of experience.

In Panel B of Table 2.11 we present the earnings discontinuity estimates taking into consid-

63Due to space constraint we omit the tests here, but they are available under request.
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eration that not all applicants with su�ciently high scores enroll in the top universities. For

this purpose, we estimate an earnings equation using a two-stage least square method, where

both graduating from a prestigious university and its interaction with experience are instru-

mented with an indicator for PAA scores above the admission cuto� and its interaction with

experience. We estimate a 16-22% e�ect of graduating from a selective university on earnings

of recent college graduates. However, this gap decreases by 2.1-3.7 percentage points per

year of experience in the labor market. Note that these estimates should be interpreted as

the casual e�ect only for those applicants that would enroll in a prestigious university and

graduate in the event of achieving a su�ciently high score (intent-to-treat e�ect).

In order to provide a robustness checks for the main RD �ndings, we present in table 2.12

estimates for the earnings discontinuity at the admission cuto� and its interaction with

experience for di�erent model speci�cations. Precisely, we show in row (1) that our estimates

are not sensitive to the exclusion of controls, which is expected if treatment is random around

the admission cuto�. In rows (2) and (3) we test how our estimates change with di�erent

speci�cations for the distance from the admission cuto�. Finally we estimate our preferred

model for males and females separately. While we estimate similar coe�cients for these two

groups, we do not �nd a signi�cant change in the returns to being approved by a prestigious

university with experience for women. We notice however that this result is due to large

standard errors that might be explained by the fact that we have a smaller fraction of women

in the restricted sample.
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2.5 Conclusion

This paper tests whether �rms statistically discriminate based on the selectivity of the uni-

versity attended by workers. We �rst follow the employer learning statistical discrimination

test suggested by Altonji and Pierret (2001) and show that the returns to graduating from an

elite university in Chile decreases with experience and that the returns to hard-to-observe

ability correlates increase with experience. These results are interpreted as evidence for

statistical discrimination based on university selectivity.

Furthermore, we take advantage of the centralized admission process of traditional universi-

ties in Chile to propose a statistical discrimination test based on a regression discontinuity

design. We show that recent graduates just above the admission cuto� to the most pres-

tigious universities in Chile have signi�cantly higher earnings than those just below the

cuto�. However, as workers gain labor market experience, the earnings gap between these

two groups decreases to the point that we cannot reject zero wage di�erentials 4 years after

graduation. We interpret this result as �rms paying workers in accordance with the selec-

tivity of their college when they graduate from school, but rewarding them based on their

true productivity as they reveal their quality to employers.

Our results shed some light on the bene�ts of graduating from a selective university. We

interpret our �ndings as evidence that attending a prestigious university has a signi�cant

impact on signaling to �rms a worker's unobservable quality. However, employers learn fast

and individuals tend to be paid in accordance with their true ability as they gain experience

in the labor market.
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Table 2.9: Descriptive Statistics for Selective and Non-Selective Universities
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Note: Math and Language PAA scores are components of the centralized test for admission in

University in Chile. See section 3 for de�nition of selective university.

Table 2.10: Earnings for Selective and Non-Selective Universities
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Note: See section 3 for de�nition of selective university.
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Table 2.11: EL-SD Regression Discontinuity Test
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(see section 5 for details).
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Table 2.12: EL-SD Regression Discontinuity Test - Robustness Checks
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Figure 2.12: Application Process to Traditional Universities
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Figure 2.13: Smoothed Language PAA Score Distribution
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Note: Language PAA is a component of the centralized test for admission to university in Chile.

See section 3 for de�nition of selective university.
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Figure 2.14: Smoothed Math PAA Score Distribution
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Note: Math PAA is a component of the centralized test for admission to university in Chile. See section 3

for de�nition of selective university.
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Figure 2.15: Graduation from Selective University Discontinuity
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Note: Open circles represent 16 points local averages and the lines are local linear �ts below and

above the admission cuto�. The sample is restricted to individuals with engineering, business,

medical and law degrees (see section 5 for details).
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Figure 2.16: Discontinuity at Pre-treatment Outcomes
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Note: Open circles represent 16 points local averages and the lines are local linear �ts below and

above the admission cuto�. The sample is restricted to individuals with engineering, business,

medical and law degrees (see section 5 for details).
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Figure 2.17: Earnings Discontinuity by Experience
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Note: Earnings are de�ned as log annual wages measured in real Chilean pesos. Open circles

represent 16 points local averages and the lines are local linear �ts below and above the admission

cuto�. The sample is restricted to individuals with engineering, business, medical and law degree

(see section 5 for details).
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CHAPTER III

Recruitment of Foreigners in the Market for Computer

Scientists in the US64

3.1 Introduction

An increasingly high proportion of the scientists and engineers in the US were born abroad.

At a very general level, the issues that come up in the discussion of high skilled immigra-

tion mirror the discussion of low skilled immigration. The most basic economic arguments

suggest that both high-skill and low-skill immigrants: (1) impart bene�ts to employers, to

owners of other inputs used in production such as capital, and to consumers, and (2) po-

tentially, impose some costs on workers who are close substitutes (Borjas (1999)). On the

other hand, the magnitude of these costs may be substantially mitigated if US high skilled

workers have good alternatives to working in sectors most impacted by immigrants (Peri and

Sparber (2011), Peri et al. (2013)). Additionally, unlike low skilled immigrants, high skilled

immigrants contribute to the generation of knowledge and productivity through patenting

64This chapter was written with John Bound, Joseph M. Golden and Gaurav Khanna.
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and innovation. Doing so both serves to shift out the production possibility frontier in the

US and may also slow the erosion of the US comparative advantage in high tech (Freeman

(2006); Krugman (1979)).

In this paper we study the impact of high skilled immigration on the labor market for com-

puter scientists (CS) in the US, during the Internet boom of the 1990s, and the subsequent

slump in the early 2000s. During this period, we observe a substantial increase in the num-

ber of temporary non-immigrant visas awarded to high skilled workers, and individuals with

computer-related occupations becoming the largest share of H-1B visa holders (US General

Accounting O�ce, 2000). Given these circumstances, it is of considerable interest to in-

vestigate how the in�ux of foreigners a�ected the labor market outcomes for US computer

scientists during this period.

In order to evaluate the impact of immigration on CS domestic workers, we construct a

dynamic model that characterizes the labor supply and demand for CS workers during this

period. We build into the model the key assumption that labor demand shocks, such as the

one created by the dissemination of the Internet, can be accommodated by three sources of

CS workers: recent college graduates with CS degrees, US residents in di�erent occupations

who switch to CS jobs, and skilled foreigners. Furthermore, �rms face a trade-o� when

deciding to employ immigrants: foreigners are potentially either more productive or less

costly than US workers, but there are extra recruitment costs associated with hiring them.

The approach we take in this paper is distinctly partial equilibrium in nature � we focus on the

market for computer scientists and ignore any wider impacts that high skilled immigration

might have on the U.S. economy (Nathan (2013)). While we believe this approach can

potentially be used to understand the impact that the availability of high skilled foreign

labor might have had for this market, this approach precludes any analysis of the overall
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welfare impact of the H-1B program in particular or high skilled immigration more generally.

The predictions of the model on the impacts of immigration on wages depend on the elastic-

ity of labor demand for computer scientists. As long as the demand curve slopes downwards,

the increased availability of foreign computer scientists will put downward pressure on the

wages for computer scientists in the US. However, as we discuss further in Section 4.4, there

are a number of considerations that might lead us to think otherwise in the case of computer

scientists. First, even in a closed economy, the fact that computer scientists contribute to

innovation reduces the negative e�ects foreign computer scientists might have on the labor

market opportunities for skilled domestic workers. In addition, in an increasingly global

world, we might expect that restrictions on the hiring of foreign skilled workers in the US

would lead employers to increase the extent to which they outsource work. Indeed, if com-

puter scientists are a su�cient spur to innovation, or if it is easy for domestic employers to

o�shore work, any negative e�ects that an increase in the number of foreign computer scien-

tists working in the US might have on the domestic skilled workforce would be completely

o�set by increases in the domestic demand for computer scientists. In the end this issue

comes down to the slope of the demand curve for computer scientists. 65

We use data on wages, domestic and foreign employment, and undergraduate degree com-

pletions by major, during the late 1990s and early 2000s to calibrate the parameters of our

model such that it reproduces the stylized facts of the CS market during the period. Next,

we use the calibrated model to simulate counterfactuals on how the economy would behave

if �rms had a restriction on the number of foreigners they could hire. Conditional on our

65In this discussion we are assuming that foreign trained computer scientists are close substitutes for
domestically trained ones. If foreign and domestically trained computer scientists are imperfect substitutes
for each other, then the impact that the increased immigration will have on domestically trained computer
scientists will also depend on the degree of substitutability between computer scientists trained domestically
and abroad.
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assumptions about the slope of the demand curve for computer scientists, our simulation

suggests that had US �rms not been able to increase their employment of foreign computer

scientists above its 1994 level, CS wages would be 2.8-3.8% higher in 2004. Furthermore,

the number of Americans working in the CS industry would be 7.0-13.6% higher, the total

number of CS workers would be 3.8-9.0% lower and the enrollment levels in computer science

would be 19.9-25.5% higher than the observed levels in 2004.

Within the con�nes of the model, the predictions of our model do not depend on the speci�c

choice we made for non-calibrated parameters, with one important exception. The exception:

crowd out in the market for computer scientists depends crucially on the elasticity of demand

for their services. Ideally, we would be able to use exogenous supply shifts to identify the

slope of the demand curve for computer scientists, while we use exogenous shifts in demand

to identify supply curves. We believe that largely exogenous technological breakthroughs

in the 1990s increased the demand for computer scientists, allowing us to identify supply

curves.66 In other contexts, researchers have treated the increase in foreign born workers in

the US economy as exogenous. However, in the current context, immigration law in the US

implies that most of the foreign born and trained individuals who migrate to the US to work

as computer scientists do so because they are sponsored by US based �rms. Thus, it seems

implausible to treat the number of foreign born computer scientists in the US as an exogenous

increase in supply. In the end, without credible sources of identifying information, we resort

to parametrically varying the elasticity of the demand for computer scientists through, what

we will argue is a plausible range, from -1.3 to -4.0.

66These include the introduction of the World Wide Web, web browsers, and of search engines. During
this time, Microsoft developed popular user-friendly operating systems, and Linux and other free and open-
source software packages grew to power much of the Internet's server infrastructure. Sun Microsystems
introduced the Java programming language and various service providers made e-mail available to a wider
base of consumers. These types of software innovation, along with steady, rapid improvements to computer
hardware and reductions in its cost permanently changed the structure and nature of the industry.
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This paper constitutes a contribution to two di�erent dimensions of the research literature.

First, our study can be seen as an extension of the models of the market for scientists

and engineers developed by Freeman (1975, 1976) in the 1970s and re�ned by Ryoo and

Rosen (2004) more recently. In Ryoo and Rosen's model, employers are restricted to hiring

recent graduates from US engineering programs. In our model, employers can also hire both

foreigners and US based individuals not trained as computer scientists. As a result, the

supply of CS workers implied by our model is substantially more elastic than implied by

the Ryoo and Rosen model, especially in the short term. More importantly, the substantial

number of skilled foreign workers a�ects how the labor and education markets adjusts to an

increase in the demand for skilled labor. Second, our paper relates to the recent literature

on the potential impact that the hiring of high skilled immigrants might have on the wages

and employment prospects of US natives.

We review this literature in detail, and describe the market for CS workers in section 2.

Section 3 presents the dynamic model we build to characterize the market for CS workers

when �rms can recruit foreigners. In section 4, we describe how we calibrate the parameters

of the model and the counterfactual simulations where �rms have restrictions on the number

of foreigners they can hire. We conclude with section 5 which presents a discussion based

on the results of the paper.
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3.2 The Market for Computer Scientists in the 1990s

3.2.1 The Information Technology Boom of the Late 1990s

During the mid 1990s, we observe the beginning of the utilization of the Internet for com-

mercial purposes in the United States67 and a substantial increase in the number of Internet

users. One indicator of a contemporaneous change in demand for IT workers is the rise of

R&D expenditure of �rms in both the computer programming services, and the computer

related equipment sector. Speci�cally, the share of total private R&D of the �rms of these

two industries increased from 19.5% to 22.1% between 1991 and 1998 (author's computations

using Compustat data). The entry and then extraordinary appreciation of tech �rms like

Yahoo, Amazon and eBay provides a further testament to the �boom� in the IT sector prior

to 2001.

These technological innovations had a dramatic e�ect on the labor market for computer

scientists. According to the Census, the number of employed individuals working either as

computer scientists or computer software developers (CS) increased by 161% between the

years 1990 and 2000. As a comparison, during the same period, the total number of employed

workers with at least a bachelor degree increased by 27%, while the number of workers in

other STEM occupations increased by 14%.68 Table 3.13 shows computer scientists as a

share of the college educated workforce and the college educated STEM workforce. In each

case, the share was rising before 1990, but rises dramatically during the 1990s. Indeed, by

2000 more than half of all STEM workers are computer scientists. In Figure 3.18a, we use

67The decommissioning of the National Science Foundation Network in April of 1995 is considered the
milestone for introducing nationwide commercial tra�c on the Internet. (Leiner et al. (1997)).

68Here and elsewhere our tabulations restrict the analysis to workers with at least a bachelor degree
and use the IPUMS suggested occupational crosswalk. Other STEM occupations are de�ned as engineers,
mathematical and natural scientists.
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the CPS to show a similar pattern, additionally showing that the growth of CS employment

started in the second half of the decade - the same period as the dissemination of the Internet.

There is no doubt this was a period of employment expansion of the CS workforce.

On top of employment decisions, there is evidence that Internet innovation also a�ected

educational choices of students. We show in Figure 3.18b that the number of bachelor

degrees awarded in computer science as a fraction of both the total number of bachelor

degrees and the number of STEM major degrees increased dramatically during this period.

The CS share of total bachelor degrees increased from about 2% in 1995 to more than 4% in

2002. Even when compared to other STEM majors, it is clear from the �gure that for college

students, the decision to study computer science also responded to the Internet boom.

In addition to a�ecting employment and enrollment decisions, there is also empirical evidence

that computer scientist wages responded to expanding Internet use. From the Census, we

observe a 18% increase in the median real weekly wages of CS workers between 1990 and 2000.

The CPS presents similar patterns: starting in the year 1994 we observe in Figure 3.18c that

wages of computer scientists increased considerably when compared to both workers with

other STEM occupations and all workers with a bachelor degree. In fact, while during the

beginning of the 1990s, the earnings of CS workers were systematically lower than other

STEM occupations, the wage di�erential tends to disappear after 1998.69

3.2.2 The Immigrant Contribution to the Growth of the High Tech

Workforce

Employment adjustments in the market for computer scientists happened disproportionately

69It seems likely to us that wages increased as well for complementary jobs to computer scientists, such as
marketing and sales sta� at software companies. But we leave such spillovers for later research.
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among foreigners during the Internet boom. Evidence for this claim is found in Table 3.13

and Figure 3.18d, where we use the Census and CPS to compare the share of foreign com-

puter scientists to the share of foreign workers in other occupations.70 In the second half

of 1990s, the foreign fraction of CS workers increased considerably more than both the for-

eign fraction of all workers with a bachelor degree and the foreign fraction of all workers

in a STEM occupation. In particular, foreigners were less represented among individuals

working as computer scientists than in other STEM occupations in 1994. However, with

the dissemination of the Internet in the later years of the decade, foreigners became a more

important part of the pool of CS workers, as foreigners comprised 29.6% of the increase in

CS workers.

The growth in the representation of the foreign born among the US computer scientist

workforce was fueled by two developments. First, there was a truly dramatic increase in the

foreign supply of men and women with college educations in science and engineering �elds

(Freeman (2009)). To take one important example, in India, the number of �rst degrees

conferred in science and engineering rose from 176 thousand in 1990 to 455 thousand in

2000. Second, the Immigration Act of 1990 established the H-1B visa program for temporary

workers in �specialty occupations.�71 The regulations de�ne a �specialty occupation� as

requiring theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge in a

�eld of human endeavor including, but not limited to, architecture, engineering, mathematics,

70Here and elsewhere, we de�ne foreigners as who immigrated to the US after the age of 18. We believe
that this de�nition is a proxy for workers who arrived to the US with non-immigrant visa status.

71The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 established the precursor to the H-1B visa, the H-1. The
H-1 non-immigrant visa was targeted at aliens of �distinguished merit and ability� who were �lling positions
that were temporary. Nonimmigrants on H-1 visas had to maintain a foreign residence. The Immigration
Act of 1990 established the main features of H-1B visa as it is known today, replacing �distinguished merit
and ability� with the �specialty occupation� de�nition. It also dropped the foreign residence requirement and
also added a dual intent provision, allowing workers to potentially transfer from an H-1B visa to immigrant
status.
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physical sciences, social sciences, medicine and health, education, law, accounting, business

specialties, theology, and the arts. In addition, applicants are required to have attained a

bachelor's degree or its equivalent as a minimum.

Firms that wish to hire foreigners on H-1B visas must �rst �le a Labor Condition Application

(LCA). In LCA's for H-1B workers, the employer must attest that the �rm will pay the non-

immigrant the greater of the actual compensation paid to other employees in the same job or

the prevailing compensation for that occupation, and the �rm will provide working conditions

for the non-immigrant that do not cause the working conditions of the other employees to be

adversely a�ected. At that point, prospective H-1B non-immigrants must demonstrate to the

US Citizenship and Immigration Services Bureau (USCIS) in the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS) that they have the requisite education and work experience for the posted

positions. USCIS then may approve the petition for the H-1B non-immigrant for a period up

to three years. The visa may be extended for an additional three years, thus a foreigner can

stay a maximum of six years on an H-1B visa, though �rms can sponsor H-1B visa holders

for a permanent resident visa. An important feature of the H-1B visa is that the visa is for

work at the speci�c �rm. As a result, workers are e�ectively tied to their sponsoring �rm.

Since 1990 there has been a cap in the number of H-1B visas that can be issued. Initially

this cap was set at 65,000 visas per year. In the initial years of the program, the cap was

never reached, By the mid-1990s, however, the allocation tended to �ll each year on a �rst

come, �rst served basis, resulting in frequent denials or delays on H-1Bs because the annual

cap had been reached. After lobbying by the industry, at the end of the decade, Congress

acted to raise the cap �rst to 115,000 for FY1999 and to 195,000 for FY2000-2003. The cap

then reverted to 65,000.72 Figure 3.19 shows the growth in the number of H-1 visas issued

72The 2000 legislation that raised the cap also excluded Universities and non-pro�t research facilities from
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over the last three decades, estimates of the stock of H-1 visas in the economy each year,

and the changes in the H-1B visa cap.

Through the decade of the 1990s, H-1B visas became an important source of labor for the

technology sector. The National Survey of College Graduates shows that 55% of foreigners

working in CS �elds in 2003 arrived in the US on a temporary working (H-1B) or a student

type visa (F-1, J-1). Furthermore, institutional information indicates a signi�cant increase

in the number of visas awarded to computer related occupations during the 1990s. Numbers

from the U.S. General Accounting O�ce (1992) report show that �computers, programming,

and related occupations� corresponded only to 11% of the total number of H-1 visas in

1989. However, with concurrent to the Internet boom, computer scientists became a more

signi�cant fraction of individuals that received these type of working visas: according to the

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (2000) , the number of H-1B visas awarded

to computer-related occupation in 1999 jumped to close to two-thirds of the visas, and the

Department of Commerce (2000) estimated that during the late 1990s, 28% of programmer

jobs went to H-1B visa holders.

While H-1B visas holders represent an important source of computer scientists, they do not

represent all foreigners in the country working as computer scientists. A signi�cant number of

such foreigners are permanent immigrants, some of whom may have come either as children

or as students. Other foreigners enter the US to work as computer scientists in the US

on L-1B visas, which permit companies with o�ces both in the US and overseas to move

skilled employees from overseas to the US. While we know of no data showing the fraction

of computer scientists working in the US on L-1B visas, substantially fewer L-1(A&B) visas

are issued than are H-1Bs.

it, and a 2004 change added an extra 20,000 visas for foreigners who received a masters degree in the US
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3.2.3 The Previous Literature on the Impact of Immigrants on the

High Tech Workforce in the US

Critiques of the H-1B program (e.g. Matlo� (2003)) argue that �rms are using cheap foreign

labor to undercut and replace skilled US workers. Even the �ercest critiques of the program

do not claim that employers are technically evading the law (Kirkegaard (2005)). Rather,

these authors argue that the requirement that �rms pay visa holders the prevailing wage is

close to meaningless. They claim that �rms can describe positions using minimal quali�ca-

tions for the job, thereby establishing a low �prevailing� wage, and then hire overquali�ed

foreigners into the position. These authors conclude that given the excess supply of highly

quali�ed foreigners willing to take the jobs, and given the lack of portability of the H-1B

visa, workers on an H-1B visa are not in a position to search for higher wages.

One way to get a handle on the extent to which H-1B visa holders are being under-paid

relative to their US counterparts is to compare foreigners on H-1B visas to those with

�green cards,� which are portable. Available evidence suggests that computer scientists

holding green cards are paid more than observationally equivalent H-1B visa holders. Us-

ing di�erence-in-di�erence propensity score matching, Mukhopadhyay and Oxborrow (2012)

�nd that green card holders earn 25.4 percent more than observably comparable temporary

foreign workers. Additionally, based on an internet survey, Mithas and Lucas (2010), found

that IT professionals with green cards earn roughly 5 percent more than observationally

equivalent H-1B visa holders using log earnings regressions. Comparisons between green

card and H-1B holders are far from perfect, because green cards are not randomly assigned.

Many high skilled workers obtain green cards by being sponsored by their employers after

they have been working on an H-1B for a number of years. It seems reasonable to assume

that those being sponsored are those that both want to stay in the US and are also amongst
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those the employer wants to hold onto. These kind of considerations lead us to suspect that,

conditional on observables, green card holders are positively selected. Given these consider-

ations, it is somewhat surprising that the observed green card premium is not larger than it

is.

While there may be no incontrovertible estimate of the productivity (conditional on earnings)

advantage of foreign high skilled labor, simple economic reasons suggests this advantage must

exist. US employers face both pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs associated with hiring

foreigners. A small GAO survey (U.S. General Accounting O�ce, 2011) estimated the legal

and administrative costs associated with each H-1B hire to range from 2.3 to 7.5 thousand

dollars. It seems reasonable to assume that employers must expect some cost or productivity

advantage when hiring foreigners. This does not mean that foreign hires are always super

stars. The productivity advantage could be quite small, and could involve e�ort, not ability.

However, without some productivity advantage, it is hard to see why employers go through

the e�ort and expense to hire foreigners.

H-1B critics are arguing that, for the reasons discussed above, employers �nd hiring foreign

high skilled labor an attractive alternative and that such hiring either �crowds out� natives

from jobs or put downward pressure on their wages. However, as far as we know, critics of

the H-1B program have not tried to estimate the magnitude of either of these e�ects. Recent

work by economists have started to �ll this void. Kerr and Lincoln (2010) and Hunt and

Gauthier-Loiselle (2010) provide original empirical evidence on the link between variation in

immigrant �ows and innovation measured by patenting - �nding evidence suggesting that the

net impact of immigration is positive rather than simply substituting for native employment.

Kerr and Lincoln (2010) also show that variation in immigrant �ows at the local level related

to changes in H-1B �ows do not appear to adversely impact native employment and have a
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small, statistically insigni�cant e�ect on their wages.

A potential issue with Kerr and Lincoln's analysis is that the observed, reduced-form out-

comes may capture concurrent changes in area speci�c demand for computer scientists. Kerr

and Lincoln fully understand this endogeneity issue. To circumvent the problem, they con-

struct a variable that interacts an estimate for the total number of individuals working on

H-1B visas in a city with local area dependencies on H-1Bs. Their hope is that the variation

in this variable is driven largely by changes in the cap on new H-1B visas that occurred over

the last 20 years. That said, it is unclear the extent to which the variation Kerr and Lincoln

use is being driven by variation in the visa cap. Because of the dot com bubble bust in 2000

and 2001, the variation in the H-1B cap is only loosely related to actual number of H-1Bs

issued. In addition, it is hard to imagine that the cap was exogenous to the demand for IT

workers. Finally, if because of local agglomeration e�ects, the IT boom was concentrated in

areas of the country that were already IT intensive (such as Silicon Valley), then the measure

of local dependency would be endogenous.

In the context of an economic model, it is di�cult to generate a situation in which there

is little crowd out unless labor demand is very elastic. While there are models of the labor

market which could rationalize such large elasticities,73 this paper proposes an alternative

interpretation to Kerr and Lincoln's results, even when the labor demand is not close to

perfectly elastic. If employers face costs to hire immigrant labor and are bound to pay

the going wage, �rms might disproportionately hire immigrants only when the demand for

workers is increasing. In this case, immigrants would not replace incumbent workers or

depress wages, but rather have a negative impact on the growth of wages and employment

73If computer scientists have large e�ects on �rm productivity, then demand curves for them would be
very elastic. Alternatively, one could imagine that, absent the foreign computer scientists, production would
shift overseas either because of domestic �rms outsourcing production or because of Heckscher-Ohlin e�ects.
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for natives. Under these circumstances, one might very well see a positive association between

an increase in the utilization of foreign computer scientists and the increased utilization of

their US counterparts, even though the availability of skilled foreigners is putting downward

pressure on the growth in earnings and employment of native computer scientists.

3.3 A Dynamic Model of Supply and Demand of Com-

puter Scientists

To gauge the impact that the availability of foreign high skilled labor has had on US workers,

we construct a simple model of the labor market for computer scientists. While our model

is quite stylized, we intend to capture the most salient features of the market.

In our model there are three potential sources for computers scientists. First, there are those

who earn computer science bachelor's degrees from US institutions. These individuals must

complete college before they are ready to work. Second, there are US residents working

in other occupations who can switch into computer science, but must pay costs to switch

occupations. Third, there are foreigners who are being recruited on temporary work visas.74

There is also the group who immigrated with their parents as children, but these individuals

are typically either citizens or green card holders and we assume employers do not distinguish

between these individuals and the US born. We also ignore the fact that some immigrants

are coming in on permanent visas. As the GAO and Department of Commerce reports cited

earlier suggest, at least in the 1990s, the majority of foreigners working as computer scientists

within the US who have �nished their undergraduate degrees abroad, arrived on temporary

work visas. In addition, the data we will use does not allow us to distinguish visa types.

74Here we are aggregating foreign students getting degrees in the US with their domestic counterparts.
During the 1990s, foreigners represented a small (10%) share of new CS graduates each year (IPEDS com-
pletion survey).
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In terms of the demand side of the model, we assume that �rms observe the technological

progress level and make decisions about whether to hire foreigners or domestic workers.

We assume that foreigners are somewhat more productive than US workers but are paid the

same wage due to institutional restrictions. Alternatively, we could have equally well assumed

employers experience a cost advantage associated with hiring foreigners. Furthermore, �rms

face increasing costs for recruiting foreigners, making it non-optimal for �rms to only hire

foreign workers.

3.3.1 Labor Supply of American Computer Scientists

We model U.S computer scientists as making two types of decisions along their career in

order to maximize the expected present value of their life time utility. At age 20, individuals

in college choose the �eld of study that in�uences their initial occupation after graduation,

and from age 22 to 65, workers choose between working as a computer scientist or in another

occupation. Individuals have rational, forward looking behavior and make studying and

working decisions based on the information available at each period.

Studying decision

We assume that students make their major decisions when they are juniors in college. At

age 20, an individual i draws idiosyncratic taste shocks for studying computer science or

another �eld: ηci and η
o
i ,respectively. This student also has expectations about the prospects

of starting a career in each occupation after graduation (age 22), which have a values V c
22 and

V o
22 respectively. With this information, an individual chooses between pursuing computer

sciences or a di�erent choice of major at the undergraduate level.75

75Essentially, we are assuming that students decide their major after the end of their second year in school.
This presumes that the relative pool of potential applicants would have su�cient background to potentially
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We model the utility of a student as a linear function of the taste shocks and career prospects

in each sector. There is also a taste attractiveness parameter αo for studying a di�erent �eld

from computer science and individuals discount their future with an annual discount factor

β. With these assumptions, the �eld of study decision is represented by:

max{β2EtV c
22 + ηci , β

2EtV o
22 + αo + ηoi }

We assume that ηci and η
o
i are independently and identically distributed and for s = {c, o},

can be de�ned as ηsi = σ0v
s
i , where σ0 is a scale parameter and vsi is distributed as a

standard Type I Extreme Value distribution. This distributional assumption is common to

dynamic discrete choice models (Rust (1987), Kline (2008)) and it is convenient because it

allows the decisions of agents to be smoothed out, a desired property that will be used in

the characterization of the equilibrium of the model.

Given the distributional assumption of idiosyncratic taste shocks, it follows that the prob-

ability of a worker graduating with a computer science degree can be written in logistic

form:

pct = [1 + exp(−(β2Et−2[V c
22 − V o

22]− αo)/σ0)]−1

Note that the important parameter for how studying choices of workers are sensitive to

di�erent career prospects is the standard deviation of taste shocks. Small values of σ0 imply

that small changes in career prospects can produce big variations in the number of students

graduating with a computer science degree.

The next step to characterize the supply of young computer scientists is to map the grad-

uating probability described above to employment. De�ning Ma
t as the exogenous number

major in computer science. A four year time horizon is more standard. We experimented with such a horizon
and doing so made little qualitative di�erence to our conclusions.
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of college graduates with age a in time period t,76 the number of recent graduates with a

computer science degree in year t is represented by Ct = pctM
22
t .

Working Decision

The �eld of study determines if an individual enters the labor market as either a computer

scientist or with a di�erent occupation. However, individuals can choose to switch occupa-

tions along their careers. Speci�cally, at the beginning of each period, individuals between

ages 22 and 65 choose to work in CS or another type of job in order to maximize the expected

present value of their lifetime utility.

A feature of the model is that switching occupations is costly for the worker. A justi�cation

for this assumption is that workers have occupational-speci�c human capital that cannot be

transferred (Kambourov and Manovskii (2009)). We assume the cost to switch occupations

is a quadratic function of a worker's age. Note that this assumption implies that it becomes

increasingly harder for workers to switch occupations as they get older. Additionally, there

is no general human capital accumulation and wages do not vary with the age of a worker.77

Finally, we assume that workers have linear utility from wages, taste shocks and career

prospects. Furthermore, wages must be totally consumed in that same year and workers

cannot save or borrow. The Bellman equations of worker i at age a between 22 and 64 at

time t if he starts the period as a computer scientist or other occupation are respectively:

V c
t,a = max{wct + βEtV c

t+1,a+1 + εcit, w
o
t − c(a) + βEtV o

t+1,a+1 + εoit + α1}
76We are implicitly assuming that anyone who majors in computer science would have completed college

even had they not majored in computer science and that computer science majors are infra marginal college
�nishers. A similar assumption was made by Ryoo and Rosen (2004) in their work on Engineers

77The implications of the model will still hold if there is general human capital accumulation and individuals
expect similar wage growth pro�les working as computer scientists or in the alternative occupation.
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V o
t,a = max{wct − c(a) + βEtV c

t+1,a+1 + εcit, w
o
t + βEtV o

t+1,a+1 + εoit + α1}

where c(a) = λ0 + λ1a + λ2a
2, is the monetary cost of switching occupation for an age a

worker, and α1 is the taste attractiveness parameter for not working as a computer scientist.

For simplicity, we assume that the current wage in the other occupation wot is exogenous and

perfectly anticipated by the workers.78 In the model, all workers retire at age 65 and their

retirement bene�ts do not depend on their career choices. As a consequence, workers at age

65 face the same decision problem but, without consideration for the future.

As in the college-major decision problem, idiosyncratic taste shocks play an important role

in working decisions of an individual. Once more, we will assume that taste shocks are

independently79 and identically distributed and for s = {c, o} can be de�ned as εsit = σ1v
s
it

where σ1 is a scale parameter and vsi is distributed as a standard Type I Extreme Value

distribution.

De�ning psSt,a as the probability that a worker at age a between 22 and 64 moves from

occupation s to occupation S, it follows from the error distribution assumption that the

migration probabilities can be represented as:

poct,a = [1 + exp(−(wct − wot − c(a)− α1 + βEt[V c
t+1,a+1 − V o

t+1,a+1])/σ1)]−1

pcot,a = [1 + exp(−(wot − wct − c(a) + α1 + βEt[V o
t+1,a+1 − V c

t+1,a+1])/σ1)]−1

and the migration probabilities of workers at age 65 are the same without discounting future

career prospects. Note that the switching probabilities depend upon both the current wage

78As a matter of fact, in the simulations of the paper we will set wot = 1 and measure wages of computer
scientists as an occupational premium.

79In the working decision problem, the independence assumption might be less plausible because taste
shocks could be serially correlated. However, identifying parameters of the model with serially correlated
errors is infeasible without longitudinal data (Kline (2008)).
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di�erential and expected future career prospects at each occupation. The standard deviation

of the taste shocks, the sector attractiveness constant and the cost of switching occupations

will e�ect the extent to which changes in relative career prospects a�ect the movement of

US residents across �elds.

A feature of dynamic models with forward looking individuals is that working decisions

depend upon the equilibrium distribution of career prospects. As in the dynamic choice

literature with extreme value errors (Rust (1987) and Kline (2008)), we use the properties

of the idiosyncratic taste shocks distribution to simplify the expressions for the expected

values of career prospects. As a result, the expected value function for an individual at age a

between 22 and 64 working as a computer scientists or in another occupation are respectively:

EtV c
t+1,a+1 =

σ1Et[γ + ln{exp((wct+1 + βEt+1V
c
t+2,a+2)/σ1) + exp((wot+1 − c(a) + α1 + βEt+1V

o
t+2,a+2)/σ1)}]

EtV o
t+1,a+1 =

σ1Et[γ + ln{exp((wot+1 + α1 + βEt+1V
o
t+2,a+2)/σ1) + exp((wst+1 − c(a) + βEt+1V

c
t+2,a+2)/σ1)}]

(3.27)

where gamma γ ∼= 0.577 is the Euler's constant and the expectations are taken with respect

to future taste shocks. Workers at age 65 face the same expected values but don't discount

the future.

Now we turn to transforming migration probabilities to employment. The �rst step is to

determine the CS supply of recent college graduates. After leaving college, individuals can

start their careers in the occupation correspondent to their �eld of study with no cost.
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However, we also allow workers at age 22 to pay the switching costs and get their �rst job in

an occupation di�erent from their �eld of study. As a consequence, the number of computer

scientists at age 22 is a function of the number of recent graduates with a computer science

degree and the migration probabilities:

L22
t = (1− pcot,22)Ct + poct,22[M22

t − Ct]

where M22
t is the number of recent college graduates, Ct is the number of recent graduates

with a computer science degree, and M22
t − Ct is the number of college graduates with any

other degree.

In the same way, the supply of computer scientists at age a from 23-65 is a function of past

employment in each occupation and the migration probabilities:

Lat = (1− pcot,a)La−1
t−1 + poct,a[M

a−1
t−1 − La−1

t−1 ]

where Ma
t is the exogenous total number of workers in the economy at age a in time period

t. Ma
t − Lat is the number of workers at age a working in the residual sector. For simplicity,

we assume that the number of workers in the economy at age Ma
t is exogenous and constant

over time.80

The aggregate domestic labor supply of computer scientists is the sum of labor supply at all

ages:

Lt =
∑a=65

a=22 L
a
t (3.28)

Note that the labor supply of computer scientists depends on past employment, new college

graduates with a computer science degree and on wages through the migration probabilities.

80In the simulation of the paper we set Ma
t to be constant for all ages and

∑a=65
a=22M

a
t = 100. We measure

employment of computer scientists as percentage points of the employed population of interest.
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3.3.2 Labor Supply of Foreign Computer Scientists

An important characteristic of our model is that �rms can recruit foreigners to work as

computer scientists. As it will become clear throughout the section, this possibility has

implications on how the market for CS workers responds to technological shocks, such as

Internet innovation, in terms of enrollment decisions, wages and employment.

We model foreign computer scientists as having a perfectly elastic labor supply. The wage

that a computer scientist could obtain in India, for example, is so much lower than it is in

the US that the wage premium creates a large queue of individuals ready to take jobs in the

US (Clemens (2013) provides direct evidence on this point).81 Additionally, we assume that

foreigners cannot switch their occupation once hired to work as computer scientists and they

continue to work in the US until their visa expires.82

A simpli�ed way to model the framework describe above is to de�ne Rt as the number of

foreigners recruited as CS in period t. Next, we assume that all CS foreigners stay in the

US for 6 years, that is the maximum length of a H-1B visa contract.83 In this framework,

the number of foreigners currently working as CS in the US is de�ned as the sum of current

and the recruitment in the past 5 years:

Ft =
∑5

j=0Rt−j (3.29)

81As it will become clear later, the reason why in our model foreigners do not swamp the U.S. labor
markets is because �rms must pay, in addition to prevailing wages, increasing recruitment costs to employ
foreigners.

82In fact, during the period we are studying roughly half of those on H-1B visas eventually became
permanent residences. In our online appendix, we present a modi�cation of the model that allows a constant
fraction of H-1B visa holders to become permanent residents. Our results are consistent across modeling
speci�cations.

83The initial duration of the H-1B contract is 3 years, but it is extendable for an additional 3 years.
Extensions do not count toward the H-1B cap, and are generally granted. As it will become clear in the
labor demand side, in our model �rms have incentive to keep foreigners for the maximum length of their
contract.
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3.3.3 Labor Demand for Computer Scientists

We model the labor demand as resulting from the decisions made by a standard representa-

tive �rm in a perfectly competitive framework. In the model, �rms observe both the wage

and technological progress levels and choose US and foreign employment in order to max-

imize their intertemporal pro�ts. While �rms do not assume that their US employees will

necessarily stay with them from one period to the next, given the institutional setting, �rms

do assume that foreign workers will continue with the �rm until the workers' visa expires six

years after he or she is hired.

We assume there is only one type of �rm that hires computer scientists. CS labor is the

only input used in the production function and we ignore the �rm's decision about capital or

other types of labor adjustments.84 We further assume that computer scientists at di�erent

ages are perfect substitutes in the production function. As a consequence, �rms do not

distinguish workers by age when making their hiring decision, precluding the kind of issues

addressed by Kerr et al. (2013).85 In addition, we assume that foreigners and US workers are

close substitutes in the production function, but foreigners have higher marginal productivity

than US workers.

A restriction we impose in the model is that all computer scientists in the market are paid

the same wage independently of their age or citizenship. This assumption is in accordance

with the H-1B visa regulation that requires that wages paid to foreigners must be at least the

prevailing wage rate for the occupational classi�cation in their area of employment. Finally,

84The assumption that labor adjustment decisions are independent of capital is standard in the dynamic
labor demand literature when data on capital stock is not available (Hamermesh (1989)). Including capital
in the production function generally does not qualitatively change the results (Kline (2008)).

85While we suspect is would make sense to allow workers of di�erent ages to be imperfect substitutes in
production for each other, CPS sample sized are too small to support this kind of analysis.
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there are no adjustment costs for American workers but �rms incur extra costs to recruit

foreigners.86 This expenditure is justi�ed by the fees and expenses directly related to the

visa application process, and also the extra cost that a �rm typically has for searching for

workers overseas.

As it will become clear throughout the section, this framework implies that �rms face a trade-

o� when making the decision of hiring foreigners. On one hand, foreigners have a higher

marginal productivity than US workers and are paid the same wage. As a consequence, �rms

are willing to substitute foreign workers for their US workers. On the other hand, there are

extra recruitment costs to bring foreigners to the US. This restriction implies that �rms

never completely substitute foreign for US workers.

Firm's Decision

The forward looking �rm makes decisions about the recruitment of US and foreign workers

in order to maximize intertemporal pro�ts, as represented by the Bellman equation:87

πt = maxLt,RtAtY (Lt + θFt)− wt(Lt + Ft)− CR(Rt) + βEt[πt+1]

subject to foreign labor supply:

Ft =
∑5

j=0Rt−j

where AtY (.) is the production function, θ is a constant greater than 1 that represents

marginal productivity di�erences between foreigners and US workers, and CR(.) is the re-

cruitment cost function of foreigners.

86In our online appendix we set-up and calibrate a model where the quadratic cost term for hiring foreigners
also applies to Americans. Our results are not sensitive to this modeling change.

87For simplicity, we assume that �rms and individuals have the same annual discount factor β. For
expositional purposes, we now omit the the superscript c for wages and employment of computer scientists.
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We represent the production function as Cobb-Douglas, such that Y (Lt+θFt) = (Lt+θFt)
γ,

for some γ between zero and one, implying a downward sloping labor demand curve for

computer scientists. This set-up can be made consistent with the Romer (1986) model

of knowledge accumulation as a by-product of capital accumulation; or the Arrow (1962)

learning-by-doing model, where we allow increases in employment to lead to increases in

productivity. To see this, we can reformulate the production function to be Yt = [Bt(Lt +

θFt)]
δ. If we let the technology parameter exhibit learning-by-doing, then Bt = ψt(Lt+θFt)

α,

giving us a production function of the form Yt = ψδt (Lt + θFt)
δα. If we de�ne, At = ψδt and

γ = αδ, then we recover the simple Cobb-Douglas production function: At(Lt + θFt)
γ. The

parameter, γ, should then be thought of as a reduced-form parameter that captures not just

the e�ective labor share in output, but also the productivity gains from hiring more e�ective

workers. As long as γ lies between 0 and 1, this parametrization guarantees a decreasing

marginal return to labor and thus an interior solution for the employment decision of the

�rm. Furthermore, the parameter γ has a direct mapping to the long-run elasticity of labor

demand with respect to e�ective labor (Le = L+ θF ):

εLe,w = 1
1−γ

Additionally, we assume that recruitment costs of foreigners include both linear and quadratic

components CR(Rt) = c1Rt+c2R
2
t . The linear term in the foreign recruitment cost represents

expenditures that are required for hiring each foreign worker, such as application fees. The

quadratic term has been widely used in dynamic labor demand literature (Sargent (1978)

and Shapiro (1986)). As will become clear from the �rst order condition of the �rm, convex

hiring costs, because increasing marginal recruitment costs of foreigners, prevents �rms from
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completely substituting foreigners for domestic workers.88

As in a typical dynamic labor demand problem the solution to the �rm's decision can be

characterized by both the �rst order and envelope conditions with respect to the employment

level. The �rst order condition of the �rm's maximization problem with respect to US

employment is represented by the following equation:

Atγ(Lt + θFt)
γ−1 = wt (3.30)

Note that because there is no adjustment costs for US workers, the �rst order condition with

respect to US employment is the same as in a static maximization problem. It is simply

characterized by �rms equalizing the marginal product of US workers to their wage level.

In addition to choosing US worker employment, the �rm also decides the number of foreign

workers recruited at each period. The �rst order condition of the �rm's problem with respect

to Rt is given by:

θAtγ(Lt + θFt)
γ−1 − wt − c1 − 2c2Rt +

∑5
j=1 β

jEt[
∂πt+j
∂Rt

] = 0

where
∂πt+j
∂Rt

is de�ned as how pro�ts in t+ j are a�ected by changes in the recruitment in t.

Finally, we use envelope condition to derive the shadow price of past foreign recruitment on

current pro�ts, such that:

∂πt
∂Rt−j

= θAtγ(Lt + θFt)
γ−1 − wt for j = 1, ..., 5

88Our formulation implies the foreign share of new hires will rise as demand increases. There are alternative
models that would imply something similar. For example, if �rms had some local monopsony power, and if
foreign labor were supplied elastically, �rms would accommodate demand increases by shifting recruitment
toward foreign labor so as to avoid paying increased wages associated with the increased hiring of US trained
labor.
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Rearranging the �rst order and envelope conditions of foreigner recruitment leads us to the

useful alternative representation to the demand for foreign workers:

∑5
j=o β

jEt[θAt+jγ(Lt+j + θFt+j)
γ−1 − wt+j] = c1 + 2c2Rt (3.31)

Equation (3.31) shows the trade-o� faced by �rms when hiring foreigners. The left hand

side can be interpreted as the present value of the expected marginal bene�t of recruiting

a foreigner, de�ned as the di�erence between the marginal productivity of a foreigner and

wage level during the 6 years duration of his contract. Note that �rms bene�t from hiring

foreigners because they are more productive than US workers by a constant θ but are paid the

same wage. The right hand side represents the marginal cost of recruiting a foreigner. Since

the marginal cost of recruiting a foreigner is increasing with Rt, �rms will never completely

substitute foreigners for US workers in the model.

3.3.4 Equilibrium

A dynamic general equilibrium can be characterized by the system of equations that rep-

resent those choice functions and the stochastic process of technological progress At. In

particular, equation (3.27) characterizes the expectations of workers with respect to future

career prospects, equations (3.28) and (3.29) are the dynamic labor supply of American

and foreigner computer scientists respectively, and equations (3.30) and (3.31) describe the

dynamic labor demand for American and foreign CS.

The last piece to characterize the equilibrium of the model is to de�ne a stochastic process of

technological progress. Note that At is the only source of exogenous variation to the system.

We choose to specify At as a close to random walk process,89 such that:

89We model the technology progress as a close to random walk since we will interpret the Internet boom as a
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At = 0.999At−1 + 0.001Ā+ ξt (3.32)

where Ā is the steady state level of progress, and ξt is the i.i.d. random idiosyncratic

productivity shock with mean zero that is assumed to be independent of other variables of

the model.90

The equilibrium of the model can be expressed by a mapping from the state variables:

s = {Ct,L
22
t−1, ..., L

64
t−1, Rt−1, ..., Rt−5, At−1} and exogenous productivity shock ξt to the values

of Lt, wt, Rt, andVt, the vector of career prospects at di�erent occupations for di�erent ages,

that satis�es the system of equations (3.27) to (3.32). We solve the system by numerically

simulating the model in Dynare (a widely used software) via perturbation methods (Juillard

(1996)). The policy functions are calculated using a second order polynomial approximation

to the decision rules implied by the equations of the model Collard and Juillard (2001a,b).

series of very persistent technological shocks that hit the information technology sector during the late 1990s.
We also interpret the 2000 to 2004 to be a dot com bust. We found little evidence that workers, students
or employers expected the increase in the demand for computer scientists during the 1990s to be temporary
(and subject to a post-Y2K bug slump). First, the BLS projected a steady increase in CS employment
after the year 2000, and claimed that it expected the top two fastest growing occupations to be computer
scientists, and computer engineers respectively. Furthermore, there is a substantial increase in CS degrees
started during the dot-com boom, indicating that students perceived the demand for computer scientists
to be increasing permanently during the period. We therefore believe that a more realistic assumption is
that agents perceived the increase in demand during the late 1990s to be permanent - and that the World
Wide Web generated opportunities for new businesses that demanded computer scientists. However, at some
period in the beginning of the year 2000, presumably for a variety of reasons, the boom turned around and
NASDAQ crashed.

90Note that both workers and �rms are risk neutral in our model. For this reason, the certainty equivalence
property holds and the solution of the model does not depend on higher moments of the idiosyncratic
productivity shock.
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3.4 Calibration and Simulation

3.4.1 Identi�cation and Calibration Method

There are twelve parameters in the model {σ0, α0, σ1, α1, λ0, λ1, λ2, β, γ, θ, cR1, cR2}. We set

the foreign worker productivity91 parameter θ = 1.12 based on estimations from the 2003

National Survey of College Graduates data.92 This value of the wage premium earned by

foreign green card holders is broadly consistent with other estimates in the literature (Mithas

and Lucas (2010), Mukhopadhyay and Oxborrow (2012)). Furthermore, we set the annual

discount rate of workers and �rms β = 0.9. Our results are not sensitive to plausible

variations of this parameter.

In our modeling we are treating the wage, employment and enrollment shifts as a response

to an exogenous shift in the demand for computer scientists due to the technological devel-

opments that occurred during the period of analysis. We use this demand shift to identify

the enrollment and labor supply response of natives, and the parameters a�ecting the hiring

decision of foreigners: {σ0, α0, λ0, λ1, λ2, σ1, α1, cR1, cR2}. At the same time, demand shifts

will not identify the slope of the labor demand curve. As a result, we present the results of

the paper using di�erent assumptions about the values of γ.

To calibrate {σ0, α0, λ0, λ1, λ2, σ1, α1, cR1, cR2}, we use observations of US and foreign employ-

ment, wages, and enrollment93 between 1994 and 2004. We de�ne other STEM occupations

91In an Online Appendix we re-do all our results for di�erent values of this parameter, and �nd that our
results are not sensitive to the choice of this parameter.

92Speci�cally, we estimate the wage premium for foreign born computer scientists who are naturalized or
permanent residents, compared to US born CS workers. This estimation comes from a logarithmic of annual
earnings regression controlling for gender and a cubic age polynomial. We interpret this wage premium as
the average marginal productivity di�erence between foreign and US computer scientists.

93Uses data from 1996 to 2006, representing enrollment decisions from 1994 to 2004. See the Online
Appendix for more details.
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as the career alternative to CS jobs. The data we are using on employment and earnings is

derived from the March Current Population Survey. This survey contains no indication as

to the visa status of the foreign born. To approximate the population of interest, we identify

the foreign born who immigrated to the US after they turned 18 as our foreign workers. We

also normalize employment variables to use units of American STEM workers, and wages to

use units of wages94 of other STEM jobs, and thus de�ne our key data series as:95

1. Lt = US computer scientists
US workers with STEM occupations

2. Ft = Foreign computer scientists
US workers with STEM occupations

3. wt = Median weekly wages for computer scientists
Median weekly wages for other STEM jobs

4. pct+2 = US computer science Bachelor's degrees awarded (lagged 2 years)
US STEM Bachelor's degrees awarded (lagged 2 years)

5. sa1,a2t = US computer scientists with age between a1and a2
US computer scientists

For a1and a2 de�ned as the age ranges {22 to 34; 35 to 44; 45 to 65}.

Conditional on γ and θ and observations of {wt, Lt, Ft} we are able to recover values of At

implied by our model during the period of 1994 to 2004:

At = wt
γ(Lt+θFt)γ−1

We assume that the economy is in steady state in 1994, such that Ā = A1994, and that it is hit

by the series of shocks. In terms of expectations, we assume that both �rms and individuals

94We exclude imputed values of wages, and multiply top-coded values by a factor of 1.4. Bollinger and
Hirsch (2007) show that not excluding imputations can lead to biased results. Whereas the top-coding
adjustment is standard in the literature (Lemieux (2006)). See the Online Appendix for more details.

95See the data appendix online for more information on occupational classi�cations. We smooth the
raw data as follows: Xt,smooth = 1

3 (Xt−1,raw + Xt,raw + Xt+1,raw), except for the American and foreigner
employment data in 1994, which citizenship information is unavailable prior to 1994 for which we use:
X1994,smooth = 2

3Xt,raw + 1
3Xt+1,raw).
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are surprised by changes in At.
96 Note that following equation (3.32), �rms and workers have

essentially static expectations about future technology progress, such that Et[At+j] ∼= At for

any j.

The remaining parameters {σ0, α0, λ0, λ1, λ2, σ1, α1, cR1, cR2} are calibrated such that the

model matches the observations of Lt, Ft, wt, in two periods of time: 1994 and 2004, and

the changes in the age structure sa1,a2t in 2004.97 We use a Nelder-Mead simplex method

to �nd parameter values which yield solutions to the model under these data restrictions.98

The intuition for the identi�cation of the parameters comes straight from the data. For the

given series of exogenous technological shocks and wages, variations of enrollment between

1994 and 2004 identify the parameters σ0 and α0, changes in native employment identify

the parameters σ1 and α1, variations in foreign employment identify the recruitment cost

parameters cR1 and cR2, and changes in the age structure of computer scientists identify the

quadratic costs of switching occupations: parameters λ0, λ1, and λ2.

96We also considered the alternative assumption that all agents fully or partially anticipated the future
path of technological process. This assumption yields time paths for wages and employment that are quite
similar to the ones we observe under our static expectations assumption. In contrast, with this alternative
assumption, enrollment jumps almost immediately, which is inconsistent with the time path of enrollment we
observe. At the same time, our counterfactual simulations presented later with the alternative anticipation
assumption are similar to the ones we present with static expectations. Presumably a model that allowed
expectations to evolve would be more realistic. However, given the robustness of our central results to the
static versus foresight assumption, we did not explore such an alternative.

97The decision to match changes in the age structure of CS rather then levels is to assure that our calibrated
model re�ects movements that occurred in the market for CS during the period rather than the age structure
of the entire population.

98Note that we have a perfectly identi�ed system: we �nd the values of 9 independent parameters and 2
implied values of At such that the model matches 11 data observations: Lt, Ft, wt and p

c
t−2 in two years

and the observation of changes in s22,34t , s35,44t ,and s45,65t in 2004.
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3.4.2 Calibration results

We use the procedure described above to calibrate the model using three di�erent values of

γ: {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.99 We present the calibrated parameters for these di�erent values of γ in

Table 3.14 and a comparison of the data with the model's output in Figures 3.20 - 3.21. We

consider the demand elasticities derived from our γ's to span a reasonable range of plausible

values of this parameter, which as we describe in Section 3.4.4, is challenging to identify.

The calibrated model allows us to calculate several additional economically meaningful statis-

tics, which we also include in the bottom segment of Table 3.14. We calculate the long-run

occupation and enrollment elasticities with respect to wages, by replacing the demand side of

the model with an exogenous wage, which we set to be permanently 1% higher than its 1994

value, and in each case, we allow the supply side to come to a new equilibrium based on the

calibrated parameters.We similarly calculate the short-run occupation and enrollment elas-

ticities, but instead of allowing the supply side to come to a new steady-state, we calculate

the elasticities based o� of changes in occupation and enrollment after 1 year.

In the bottom section of Table 3.14, we show how each of these long-run elasticities varies

with γ. The long-run occupational labor supply elasticity for Americans is around 5.4. The

enrollment in CS is even more elastic, with a long-run elasticity that lies around 11.6.100

This result re�ects the large enrollment response we witness in the data. The short-run

occupation elasticity is much lower than the corresponding long-run elasticity. We expect

this result, due to the supply frictions and lags in our model. In contrast, the short-run

99γ in the 0.25 to 0.75 range imply labor demand elasticities between -1.33 and -4.0. Ryoo and Rosen
(2004), estimate demand elasticities for engineers that lie between -1.2 and -2.2, while Borjas (2009), studying
the e�ect the immigration of foreign born PhD scientists on the wages of competing workers, estimates
demand elasticities of approximately -3.0. This do suggest that we have varied γ through a sensible range.
100Ryoo and Rosen estimate substantially smaller enrollment elasticities of between 2.5 and 4.5, but are

modeling the decision to enroll in a broader �eld than we are.
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and long-run enrollment elasticities are almost exactly the same. Pre-enrollment students

respond immediately to a wage shock. A fuller model which includes capacity constraints

on the supply side of the higher education market, would work to slow such adjustments.

Finally, the average cost of recruiting a foreign worker is about 0.53 times the average annual

earnings of a non-CS STEM job.

In Figures 3.20-3.21, we report both the path predicted by our calibrated model (Full model)

and the path observed in the data (Smooth data) during 1994-2009. Note that by the

construction of our calibration procedure, the full model �ts the data perfectly in 1994 and

2004. We use the transition period between 1995 to 2003 to evaluate how well the model �ts

the data, and the years 2005-2009 for out of sample prediction. These years include observed

changes to relevant immigration laws, and potentially unobserved structural changes which

would map to changes in our parameters, so our model has trouble �tting the data in this

period for some series. Figure 3.20 shows that for di�erent γ's, the model is a fairly close �t

for CS wages and American employment during the evaluation period, although CS wages

in the model grow faster at �rst and American employment in CS grows more slowly in the

model than the data. The �t of these two series is still relatively good in the out of sample

prediction period, with wages slightly higher and American employment slightly lower in the

model compared to the data.

Figure 3.21 shows that the enrollment output of the model is particularly sensitive to the

choice of γ, where lower values somewhat under-predict the enrollment boom surrounding

2001. At odds with the predictions of our model, enrollment does not increase starting in

2006. Given the rising wages of computer scientists at the time, this pattern seems a bit

surprising and we confess to not having a good understanding as to why enrollments do not

seem to be responding to market signals. The �gure also shows that foreign employment
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grows more slowly at �rst in the model than the data. In the out of sample period, foreign

employment shrinks in the model instead of growing slightly, as in the data. This could

be because our model assumes that after a 6-year period, foreigners return to their home

country. In the Online Appendix, we calibrate a model that allows a certain fraction of H-1B

workers to become permanent residents. This extension of the model does a better job of

�tting the share of foreign employment in the last few years (and overall does a good job of

�tting the di�erent calibrated series).

3.4.3 Simulation of Fixed Foreign Worker Population Counterfac-

tual

We use our calibrated model to simulate a counterfactual Internet boom from 1994-2004, as

if �rms had restrictions on the number of foreigners that they can hire. The exercise consists

of hitting the calibrated model with the same technological shocks we derived before but

imposing that �rms cannot increase Ft above its 1994 level. The results of this simulation

are also presented in Figures 3.20-3.21 (Restricted Model). There we can compare the

counterfactual for di�erent values of γ with the smoothed data.

Overall, our calibrated model implies an increase in the demand for domestic workers when

�rms cannot increase foreign employment above its 1994 level. As a result, we observe higher

wages, US employment and computer science enrollment in the counterfactual economy. We

simulate signi�cant di�erences in the labor market for computer scientists during the Internet

boom if �rms had restrictions on the number of foreigners they could hire. While the data

shows that the relative wages for CS workers increased by 3.2% between 1994 and 2004, in

the simulated economy wages would have increased between 5.9% to 6.9% (decreasing with
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γ) during the same period. In terms of employment, we observe an increase of 41% of total

CS employment during the Internet boom, while in the economy where we restrict foreign

workers we �nd an increase of only 29.1% to 36.1% (decreasing with γ) during the same

period. This change in employment results from the more inelastic labor supply curve that

�rms face when extra foreigners are not available.

In Table 3.15 we compare the 2004 levels of the variables of interest between the data and the

simulated economy where �rms could not increase foreign employment above its 1994 levels.

We �nd that in 2004, CS workers wages would be 2.8% to 3.8% higher if �rms had restrictions

in the number of foreigners they could hire. Furthermore,the number of Americans working

in the CS sector would be 7.0% to 13.6% higher in 2004, but the total employment level

would be lower by 3.8% to 9.0%. Finally we �nd a signi�cant di�erence in the number of

students enrolling in computer science in the simulated counterfactual economy. Relative to

other STEM �elds, enrollment in CS would be 19.9% - 25.5% higher in 2004 if �rms could

not increase foreign employment during the Internet boom. These numbers re�ect the fact

that, according to our calibrations, students' major choices are very sensitive to changes in

wages.

To sum up, even when assuming a very elastic labor demand curve (high γ values) we �nd

signi�cant e�ects of foreign recruitment on wages and employment of domestic CS workers

during the Internet boom. Additionally, �rms would not replace all foreigners with domestic

workers during this period if they were restricted to keeping the same foreign employment

level of 1994, implying that industry output would be reduced.
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3.4.4 Identi�cation of Labor Demand

As shown previously, the labor market outcomes of the counterfactual simulations holding

Ft �xed can vary with values of γ. In particular, we observe that when using a more elastic

labor demand (higher γ), our simulated counterfactual economy (where we restrict foreigner

workers) from section 4.3 has smaller increases in wages and US employment. The natural

question is which, if any, of the 3 di�erent γ′s yields results that are closest to what we would

observe if �rms had not been able to recruit foreigners during the Internet boom?

In a closed, constant returns to scale economy, the elasticity of demand for computer scien-

tists would depend on both the substitutability between consumption of goods produced in

sectors of the economy intensive in computer scientists and other goods, and on the substi-

tutability between production of computers scientists and other factors of production. Given

the fact that the share of computer scientists working in any one sector is not large,101 the

demand elasticity will be determined largely by the elasticity of substitution between com-

puter scientists and other factors of production. In the relatively small window of time we

are talking about, it is hard to believe these elasticities are that large.

There are two factors that mitigate this basic conclusion. First, to the extent that computer

scientists contribute to innovation in the sectors of the economy intensive in computer scien-

tist labor, the derived elasticity of demand for computer scientists in those sectors is likely

to be higher than it would otherwise have been. In addition, the potential for o�-shoring

would drive up the derived elasticity of demand for computer scientists. However, even if,

for these reasons, the derived demand for computer sciences in computer manufacturing and

computer services was quite high, a small enough share of computer scientists work in these

101According to the Census, roughly 30% of computer scientists worked in either the computer manufac-
turing or the computer services three-digit industries during 1990 and 2000.
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industries, that it is hard to believe either agglomeration e�ects or o�-shoring can drive up

the derived demand elasticity for computer scientists that much. Additionally, if it would

have been easy for employers to outsource, CEOs like Microsoft's Bill Gates would not have

been lobbying to increase the H-1B visa cap. It is hard to reconcile the fact that the com-

puter industry is lobbying so hard for easier access to foreigners, if it did not matter where

their workforce was located.

Traditionally, exogenous shifts in supply are used to identify demand curves. In our case,

while there is a plausibly exogenous component to the increased representation of the for-

eign born amongst the US Science and Engineering workforce, our visa system ensures that

there is a large endogenous component. In theory, it might be possible to get some lever-

age on identifying the labor demand curve for CS workers by comparing the results of the

counterfactual simulation for the di�erent γ′s to the observations of what happened in the

Information Technology (IT) sector in the the mid 1970s. Speci�cally, as described in Bound

et al. (2013), during this earlier period, the IT sector experienced a signi�cant transformation

due to the introduction of the microprocessor, which generated an increase in the demand

for IT workers. However, �rms had substantially less access to foreign labor during that

earlier boom than they did during the 1990s. This happened because there was a sharp

increase in the supply of college graduates from overseas in the past decades, but also due

to the change in the US visa system in the early 1990s that facilitated a greater in�ow of

high skilled foreigners via employer-sponsored visas.

Our strategy would be to use our calibrated model to simulate what would happen if �rms had

less access to foreign high-skilled labor in the 1990s boom and compare these simulations to

the earlier boom. Comparisons between simulation results with di�erent values of γ and what

actually happened earlier would help narrow plausible values for γ. Intuitively, if demand is
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relatively elastic, the loss of access to foreigners would have relatively little impact on wages,

but a large impact on total CS employment. Whereas a less elastic demand curve would have

a large e�ect on wages and less of an e�ect on total CS employment. This kind of exercise

is valid only under the strong assumptions that our economic model accurately re�ects that

labor market for IT workers, and that the demand and supply elasticities were the same

during the two periods and that the two shocks generated shifts in the labor demand of

roughly the same magnitude. However heroic such assumptions might be, the strategy fails

for a simpler reason. The strategy requires comparing wage and employment changes for

a small segment of the workforce across periods. Our estimates were simply not reliable

enough for such exercises to be meaningful.

Given the data limitations and other complications discussed in this section, we cannot

provide an estimate for the value of γ, but our discussion suggests that the elasticity of

demand for computer scientists should not be too large and that the values presented in this

paper cover a plausible range.

3.5 Discussion

The model we have developed in this paper suggests an intermediate position as the most

reasonable one in the debate over the e�ects of high-skilled immigration, on US workers.

Focusing on the tech boom of the 1990s, we develop a model that allows us to answer

the counterfactual question: what would have happened to overall employment, to the em-

ployment of US residents, and to wages in the IT sector had the immigration of computer

scientists been restricted to its level as of the early 1990s before the tech boom? Our results

suggest a middle ground between the two sides of this debate.
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First, our estimates suggest that even without foreign trained computer scientists, the supply

of computer scientists to the US market is quite elastic, especially in the medium run, as the

students induced to study computer science by the increased opportunities in the �eld begin

to enter the market. For elasticities of demand that lie between -1.3 and -4.0, we show that

had �rms not been able to hire immigrants through the late 1990s, the wages of US trained

computer scientists would have been 2.8% to 3.8% higher than they were, and there would

have been 7% to 13.6% more Americans working as computer scientists.

At the same time our estimates suggest that were it not for the immigrant computer scientists

that �rms were able to hire, the growth in the number of computer scientists in the economy

would have been signi�cantly slowed. Our estimates suggest that total employment in the

CS sector would have been 3.8-9% lower if �rms were not able to hire additional immigrants

during the late 1990s, thus implying that the fact that �rms could hire immigrants during the

1990s increased output and lowered both input and output prices in the computer scientist

intensive sectors of the economy. How much these developments bene�ted stock holders

and consumers depends on the nature of the output market, which we have not tried to

model. The increased employment of computer scientists would also have increased the

demand for complementary production inputs, such as software marketing and sales workers.

Furthermore, the availability of foreign CS workers made the CS labor supply curve more

elastic, further enhancing this demand increase for complements.

Under the assumption that the tech boom of the 1990s exogenously increased the demand

for computer scientists, we have been able to reliably estimate supply curves. Estimating

the slope of the labor demand curve was substantially more di�cult. In other contexts,

labor economists have been willing to assume some degree of exogeneity to immigrant sup-

plies. In the current framework, the institutional context implies that immigrant CS labor
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is completely endogenous to labor demand.

While we cannot reliably estimate the slope of the demand curve for computer scientists, we

believe that we can reject any notion that the demand curve for computer scientists is close

to perfectly elastic. Perfectly elastic demand curves are inconsistent with the rising wages

for computer scientists that we observe during the 1990s. As long as the demand curve

for computer scientists is downward sloping, the increased access employers had to foreign-

trained, skilled immigrants during the 1990s works to lower both the wages and employment

opportunities for US trained computer scientists.

Our paper should be viewed as a �rst-step towards modeling the US labor market for

computer-scientists. In the model we incorporate features that were ignored in earlier models

developed by Freeman (1976) and Ryoo and Rosen (2004). Speci�cally we model both the

possibility that individuals might switch occupations, and the possibility that �rms might

hire immigrants from abroad. In the context of computer scientists both are clearly impor-

tant. We focused on the market for computer scientists. In the context of other scienti�c

�elds where a masters or PhD are essential, it would also be important to model foreign

participation in US graduate programs as well. Such an e�ort would need to model both the

demand for and supply of higher education. While we believe that such an e�ort would be

of considerable value, we leave it for future research.
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Table 3.13: Fraction of Computer Scientists and Immigrants in the US Workforce by Occu-
pation

Year 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Computer Scientists:

as a fraction of workers with a Bachelor's/Master's 1.68% 1.83% 3.30% 5.66% 5.28%

as a fraction of STEM college graduates 16.86% 23.60% 35.99% 53.31% 54.90%

Immigrants:

as a fraction of Bachelor's/Master's 2.10% 5.43% 6.86% 8.41% 12.77%

as a fraction of Computer Scientists 2.37% 7.09% 11.06% 18.59% 27.82%

as a fraction of Other STEM workers 3.63% 9.72% 10.71% 12.69% 18.21%

Note: Sample restricted to employed workers with a Bachelors or a Masters degree. De�nition of Computer
Scientists and STEM workers determined by occupational coding (for details see Data Appendix online).
Immigrant is de�ned as one born abroad, and migrated to the US after the age of 18.

Source: US Census (years 1970 to 2000); ACS (2010)
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Table 3.14: Calibrated Parameters

Parameter Description γ

0.25 0.50 0.75

Calibrated Parameters Calibrated Value

α0 Mean taste for not studying CS 0.0940 0.0943 0.0836

σ0 Std. dev. of study area taste shocks 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002

α1 Mean taste for not working in CS 0.3715 0.3486 0.3673

σ1 Std. dev. of occupation taste shocks 0.1385 0.1364 0.1439

cR1 Foreign linear recruitment cost 0.5247 0.5228 0.5221

cR2 Foreign quadratic recruitment cost 0.0102 0.0109 0.0124

λ0 Sector switching constant cost 0.1159 0.1164 0.1031

λ1 Sector switching linear cost 0.0138 0.0119 0.0151

λ2 Sector switching quadratic cost 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003

Economic Results

εLd,w Long run e�ective labor demand elasticity 1.33 2.00 4.00

εLs,w Long run US occupational labor supply elasticity 5.4612 5.5743 5.3404

εp,w Long run US CS enrollment elasticity 11.6954 11.2624 11.7071

εsLs,w
Short run US occupational labor supply elasticity 0.5591 0.6745 0.6642

εsp,w Short run US CS enrollment elasticity 10.2834 11.3758 11.3386

ACF Average cost of recruiting foreign worker 0.5312 0.5299 0.53

Note: The average cost of recruiting a foreign worker is measured in units of average annual US non-CS
STEM worker wages. The parameter γ determines the labor demand elasticity to wages.
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Table 3.15: Summary of Results from Counterfactual Simulation

% Di�erences between Simulated Economy
Holding F Constant and Actual Outcomes in

2004

Variable γ
0.25 0.5 0.75

CS Wages 3.8% 3.2% 2.8%
CS US Native Employment 13.6% 12.5% 7.0%
CS Enrollment 25.5% 20.2% 19.9%
Total Employment -3.8% -4.6% -9.0%

Note: The counterfactual simulates an economy from 1994-2009 in which the level of foreign CS workers
is not allowed to increase from its 1994 value. The parameter γ determines the labor demand elasticity to
wages. See section 4 for details.
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Figure 3.18: Major Trends (1990 to 2012)

(a) Fraction of Computer Scientists in US
Workforce

(b) Computer Science Fraction of Bachelor
Degrees Awarded in US

(c) Relative Earnings of Computer Scien-
tists

(d) Foreign Born and Immigrated at Age 18
or Older Fraction of Employed Population
by Occupation

Note: Sample restricted to employed workers with a Bachelors or a Masters degree. De�nition of Computer

Scientists and STEM workers determined by occupational coding (for details see Data Appendix online).

STEM majors are de�ned as engineering, computer and math sciences and natural science. Earning are

median weekly earnings. Imputed values excluded, and values are lagged by one year due to retrospective

nature of the survey. Immigrant de�ned as one born abroad, and migrated to the US after the age of 18.

Immigration status is not available in the CPS before 1994.

Sources: March CPS (for employment, earnings, and immigrants); IPEDS Completions Survey (for degrees)
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Figure 3.19: H-1 and H-1B Visa Population

Note: Population stock is constructed using estimations of in�ow (visas granted) and out�ow (deaths,
permanent residency, or emigration) of H-1 workers. In later years, the number of visas granted could exceed
the visa cap due to exemptions for foreigners who work at universities and non-pro�t research facilities.
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Figure 3.20: Model and Counterfactual (1/2)
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Note: The full model is the simulation of the economy using the calibrated parameters. The restricted model simulates the same
calibrated model, but restricting �rms to keep their foreign temporary worker CS employment to its 1994 value. Wages are relative to
other STEM occupations. Employment and enrollment are shares of STEM workers and undergrad STEM enrollment, respectively,
and are multiplied by 100. The parameter gamma determines the labor demand elasticity to wages. See Section 4 for details.
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Figure 3.21: Model and Counterfactual (2/2)
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Note: The full model is the simulation of the economy using the calibrated parameters. The restricted model simulates the same
calibrated model, but restricting �rms to keep their foreign temporary worker CS employment to its 1994 value. Wages are relative to
other STEM occupations. Employment and enrollment are shares of STEM workers and undergrad STEM enrollment, respectively,
and are multiplied by 100. The parameter gamma determines the labor demand elasticity to wages. See Section 4 for details.
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